
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE 

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA  22350-1500 
 

 
January 26, 2023 

Ref: DODOIG-2019-000612 
 
SENT VIA EMAIL TO: john@greenewald.com 
Mr. John Greenewald, Jr. 
The Black Vault 
27305 W. Live Oak Road, Suite 1203 
Castaic, CA  91384 
 
Dear Mr. Greenewald: 
 

This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for DODIG-2019-077, 
Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques.  We 
received your request on April 22, 2019, and assigned it case number DODOIG-2019-000612. 
 

The Evaluations Component conducted a search and located the report responsive to your 
request.  In coordination with the Office of the Secretary of Defense and Joint Staff, United 
States Central Command, United States Special Operations Command, and United States 
Southern Command, we determined that the attached report, totaling 88 pages, is appropriate for 
release in part pursuant to the following FOIA (5 U.S.C. § 552) exemptions: 

 
• (b)(1), which pertains to information that is currently and properly classified pursuant to 

Executive Order 13526, sections: 
 

o 1.4(a), military plans, weapons systems, or operations;  
 

o 1.4(c), intelligence activities (including covert action), intelligence sources or 
methods, or cryptology; 

 
o 1.4(g), vulnerabilities or capabilities of systems, installations, infrastructures, 

projects, plans, or protection services relating to the national security; and  
 

o 1.7(e), compilations of items of information that are individually unclassified may 
be classified if the compiled information reveals an additional association or 
relationship that: (1) meets the standards for classification under this order; and 
(2) is not otherwise revealed in the individual items of information. 

 
• (b)(3), which pertains to information exempted from release by statute, in this instance 10 

U.S.C. § 130b, personally identifiable information pertaining to “any member of the 
armed forces assigned to an overseas unit, a sensitive unit, or a routinely deployable 
unit”. 

 
• (b)(6), which pertains to information, the release of which would constitute a clearly 

unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
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Our review included consideration of the foreseeable harm standard, as stated in DoDM 
5400.07.  Under this standard, the content of a particular record should be reviewed and a 
determination made as to whether the DoD Component reasonably foresees that disclosing it, 
given its age, content, and character, would harm an interest protected by an applicable 
exemption.   
 

If you consider this an adverse determination, you may submit an appeal.  Your appeal, if 
any, must be postmarked within 90 days of the date of this letter, clearly identify the 
determination that you would like to appeal, and reference to the FOIA case number above.  
Send your appeal to the Department of Defense, Office of Inspector General, ATTN: FOIA 
Appellate Authority, Suite 10B24, 4800 Mark Center Drive, Alexandria, VA 22350-1500, or via 
facsimile to 571-372-7498.  However, please note that FOIA appeals can only examine adverse 
determinations concerning the FOIA process.  For more information on appellate matters and 
administrative appeal procedures, please refer to 32 C.F.R. Sec. 286.9(e) and 286.11(a).   
 

You may contact our FOIA Public Liaison at FOIAPublicLiaison@dodig.mil, or by 
calling 703-604-9785, for any further assistance with your request.  Additionally, you may 
contact the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) at the National Archives and 
Records Administration to inquire about the FOIA mediation services they offer.  The contact 
information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information Services, National 
Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, MD 20740-
6001, email at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or 
facsimile at 202-741-5769.  However, OGIS does not have the authority to mediate requests 
made under the Privacy Act of 1974 (request to access one’s own records).   
 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Thomas Lutte at 703-604-
9775 or via email at foiarequests@dodig.mil. 
 

Sincerely, 

 
      Searle Slutzkin 
      Division Chief  
        FOIA, Privacy and Civil Liberties Office 
 
Attachment(s): 
As stated 
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April 15, 2019

(U) Objective
(U) We determined whether the Office of the Under 
Secretary of Defense for Intelligence's, the U.S. Southern 
Command’s, the U.S. Central Command’s, and the U.S. 
Special Operations Command's oversight of intelligence 
interrogation approaches and techniques adhered to 
applicable DoD policies and regulations.

(U) We did not focus on the Defense Intelligence Agency’s 
role because the Defense Intelligence Agency's 
responsibility for intelligence interrogations was providing 
oversight of counterintelligence and human intelligence 
(CI/HUMINT) training, not overseeing the performance of 
combatant command intelligence interrogations.

(U) Background
(U) Intelligence interrogation is the systematic process of 
questioning a captured or detained person to obtain 
reliable information to satisfy foreign intelligence 
collection requirements. DoD Directive (DoDD) 3115.09 
and Army Field Manual (FM) 2-22.3 are the guiding 
policies for intelligence interrogation performance and 
oversight DoDD 3115.09 establishes roles and 
responsibilities for intelligence interrogations and Office of 
the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence [OUSD[I]) 
and combatant command interrogation oversight. FM 2- 
22.3 identifies the 18 intelligence interrogation 
approaches and the 1 intelligence interrogation technique 
that are authorized for use.

(U) Finding
(U) We determined that OUSD(I) developed and 
coordinated DoD policy, and reviewed, approved, and 
ensured coordination of DoD Component intelligence 
interrogation policies, directives, and doctrine.

(U) However, we also found inconsistencies in 0USD(I)'s 
oversight of the implementation of DoD policy regarding 
combatant command intelligence interrogation 
approaches and techniques. For example, the 
methodology for a December 2013 OUSD(I) assessment 
stated that a survey was used to collect interrogation data 
from the combatant commands, but the data were not 
verified by OUSD(I) personnel due to funding limitations. 
In addition, the methodology for an October 2017 OUSD(l) 
assessment of combatant command intelligence-related 
policies and records did not include an assessment of the 
combatant commands' intelligence interrogation program.

(U) The inconsistencies in OUSD(I)'s intelligence 

interrogation implementation oversight occurred because 
OUSD(I) officials focused on intelligence interrogation 
policy reviews rather than developing procedures for, and 
conducting policy implementation oversight of, 
intelligence interrogations. As a result, OUSD(I) cannot 
ensure that the combatant commands' intelligence 

interrogation programs are employing interrogation 
approaches and techniques consistent with the applicable 
policies and regulations.

(U) With regard to the three combatant commands we 

reviewed, we determined that U.S. Southern Command's 
intelligence interrogation policies and oversight 
procedures met the requirements of DoDD 3115.09,

SCCRET//NOFORN
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(U) Finding {cant'd) (U) Finding (cant'd)

However, we found that USCENTCOM's CI/HUMINT 
Operations Division (CCJ2-X) did not maintain all 
intelligence interrogation records or have access to the 
central data repository or the systems and databases that

maintain USCENTCOM intelligence interrogation-related
[OSD/JS (b)(1) 1.4(c); USCENTCOM

a

(U) As a result, the USCENTCOM CCJ2-X could not conduct 
independent oversight of USCENTCOM intelligence 

interrogation-related records (such as the interrogators’ 
operational and source administrative reports) without 
direct access to the central data repository or the systems 
and databases that maintain USCENTCOM intelligence 
interrogation-related records. Independent oversight 
provides reasonable assurance that intelligence 

interrogation operations, reporting, and compliance are 
achieved.

[USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)

[USCENTCOM (b)(1) 1.4(c); USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)

(U) USSOCOM officials also stated that they were waiting 
for OUSD(I) to publish the revised DoDD 3115.09 before 
updating USSOCOM policy. As a result, if USSOCOM 

restarts its intelligence interrogation program, USSOCOM 
could perform intelligence interrogations that are not 
authorized or were not approved by the appropriate 
individuals within the chain of command because the

USSOCOM policy lacked current DoDD 3115.09 oversight 
and records management requirements

(U) Recommendations
(U) We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense 
for Intelligence develop formal combatant command 
intelligence interrogation oversight procedures and 
develop a schedule for conducting intelligence 

interrogation policy implementation oversight.

(U) We recommend that the Commander of U.S. Central 

Command review and update Central Command 
Regulation 381-21 to:

• (U) Reflect U.S. Central Command's current operating 
procedures for maintaining and overseeing U.S.
Central Command’s intelligence interrogation-related 
records.

0 (U) Require Headquarters, U.S. Central Command 
personnel to have access to all of the data repositories 
that maintain U. S. Central Command's intelligence 
interrogation-related records.

SECRET//NOFORN
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(U) Results in Brief
(U) Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation 
Approaches and Techniques

(U) Recommendations (cont'd)

(U) Management Comments and 
Our Response
(U) The Under Secretary of Defense for intelligence’s 

Human Intelligence (HUMINT) and Sensitive Activities 
Director, responding for the Under Secretary of Defense 
for Intelligence, did not agree or disagree with the specifics 

of our recommendation, but did agree with the finding that 
there are "inconsistencies in OUSD(I)'s oversight of the 
implementation of DoD policy regarding combatant 

command intelligence interrogation approaches and 
techniques." Although the Director did not specifically 
concur, we consider the OUSD(l)’s actions to update its 

inspection standard operating procedures and update its 
independent oversight reporting process to be responsive 
to the intent of our recommendation. Therefore, the 

recommendation is considered resolved, but will remain 
open. We will close the recommendation once we verify 
that the OUSD(1] has documented their intelligence 

interrogation inspection processes and documented their 
procedures for reporting OUSD(I)'s oversight of combatant 

command intelligence interrogation operations 
independent of OUS D(I)'s partnership with DoD SIOO.

(U) The U.S. Central Command’s CCJ2-X Chief, responding 
for the Commander of U.S. Central Command, did not agree 
or disagree with our recommendations. However, the 
USCENTCOM CCJ2-X Chiefs response stated that 
USCENTCOM initiated an internal revision of USCENTCOM 
Regulation 381-21 to incorporate our recommendations,

(U) Management Commends and Our 

Recommendations (cont'd)

with the final completion anticipated by the end of 
calendar year 2019. Although the USCENTCOM CCJ2-X 

Chiefs response did not specifically agree or disagree, we 
consider the U.S. Central Command's actions to update its 
intelligence interrogation policy to be responsive to the 
intent of our recommendations. Therefore, the 

recommendations are considered resolved, but will remain 
open. We will close the recommendations once we verify 
that the updated Central Command Regulation 381-21 
fully addresses the U.S. Central Command's current 

operating procedures for maintaining and overseeing 
intelligence interrogation-related records, and how U.S. 
Central Command's CCJ2-X personnel will access the data 
repositories that maintain USCENTCOM's intelligence 
interrogation-related records.

[USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)

GECRET//NOFORN
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(U) Management Commends and Otn 

Recommendations (cont'd)

lUSCENTCOM and USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)

(U) Please see the recommendations table on the next page 
for the status of each recommendation.

SECRET//NOEORN
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(U) Recommendations Table

Management Recommendations 
Unresolved

Recommendations 
Resolved

Recommendations 
Closed

Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence

None
1 None

Commander, United States
Central Command

None
2.a,2.b None

Commander, United States
Special Operations Command

None
3 None

(U) Note: The following categories are used to describe agency management's comments to individual 
recommendations,

• (U) Unresolved - Management has not agreed to implement the recommendations or has not
proposed actions that will address the recommendations.

• (U) Resolved - Management agreed to implement the recommendation or has proposed actions 
that will address the underlying finding that generated the recommendation.

• (U) Closed - OIG verified that the agreed upon corrective actions were implemented.

SECRET//NOFOR-N
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE 

ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA 22350-1500

April 15,2019

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR INTELLIGENCE
COMMANDER, UNITED STATES SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND
COMMANDER, UNITED STATES CENTRAL COMMAND 
COMMANDER, UNITED STATES SOUTHERN COMMAND 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SUBJECT: (U) Evaluation of Intelligence Interrogations Requiring Special Approval 
(Report No. DODIG-2019-077)

(U) We are providing this report for information and use. We conducted this evaluation in accordance 
with Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation.

(U) We considered comments from the Under Secretary of Defense for intelligence, the U.S. Central 
Command, and the U.S. Special Operations Command on the draft of this report when preparing the 
final report. Those comments conformed to the requirements of DoD Instruction 7650.03; therefore 
we do not require additional comments.

(U) If you have any questions or would like to meet to discuss the evaluation, please contact me at
[DoD OIG (b)(6)
evaluation.

[DSN [DoD OIG (b)(6) j(]. We appreciate the cooperation and assistance received during the

Michael J. Roark
Deputy Inspector General for Evaluations
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(U) Introduction

(U) Objective
(U) We determined whether the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence’s (OUSDfl]), the U.S. Southern Command's (USSOUTHCOM), the U.S. Central 
Command's (USCENTCOM), and the U.S. Special Operation Command's (USSOCOM) 
oversight of intelligence interrogation approaches and techniques adhered to applicable 
DoD policies and regulations.1 We did not focus on the Defense Intelligence Agency's 
(DIA) role because the DIA's responsibility for intelligence interrogations was providing 
oversight of counterintelligence (CI) and human intelligence (HUMINT) training, not 
overseeing the performance of combatant command intelligence interrogations.

1 (U) We focused the scope of this evaluation on assessing intelligence interrogation oversight at U.S. 

Central Command, U.S. Southern Command, and U.S. Special Operations Command based on their 
respective areas of operation.
2 (U) DoD Directive 3115.09, "DoD Intelligence Interrogations, Detainee Debriefings, and Tactical 
Questioning," October 11,2012, Incorporating Change 2, Effective April 27,2018.
3 (U) According to FM 2-22.3, direct questions are basic questions normally beginning with an 
interrogative (who, what, where, when, how, or why) and requiring a narrative answer. They are 
brief, precise, and simply worded to avoid confusion.

(U) Background

(U) Intelligence Interrogation Process
(U) DoD Directive (DoDD) 3115.09 addresses intelligence interrogations, detainee 
debriefings, and tactical questioning.2 An intelligence interrogation is "the systematic 
process of using interrogation approaches to question a captured or detained person to 
obtain reliable information to satisfy foreign intelligence collection requirements." A 
detainee debriefing is "the process of using direct questions to elicit intelligence 
information from a cooperative detainee to satisfy intelligence requirements." Tactical 
questioning is "the field-expedient initial questioning for information of immediate 
tactical value of a captured or detained person at or near the point of capture and 
before the individual is placed in a detention facility. Tactical questioning is generally 
performed by members of patrols, but can be done by any appropriately trained DoD 
personnel. Tactical questioning is limited to direct questioning."3 This evaluation 
focused solely on intelligence interrogations performed by Service-trained and certified 
intelligence interrogators who are familiar with the intelligence interrogation process.

SECREiy/NOFORN
D0DSG-2019-077 11
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(U) Once the interrogator reviews the detainee’s background, the interrogator prepares 
an intelligence interrogation plan. The interrogation plan is a report prepared by the 
HUMINT collector to organize his plan to approach and question a detainee. The DoD's 
military and civilian interrogators must use only the approaches and the technique 
identified in FM 2-22.3.5 The interrogators submit the intelligence interrogation plan to 
the unit's senior interrogator for review and approval. The senior interrogator reviews 
the interrogation plan for applicability to intelligence requirements and the 
interrogator’s methodology to achieve rapport with the detainee. Depending on the 
location, the role of senior interrogator is determined either by rank or intelligence 
interrogation experience.

4 (U) Army Field Manual 2-22 3, "Human Intelligence Collector Operations," September 2006.
5 (U) FM 2-223. See Appendix B of this report for a complete listing and descriptions of the approved 
approaches and the technique.

(U) Additionally, behavioral science consultants, if available, who, in accordance with 
DoDD 3115.09, "are authorized to make psychological assessments of the character, 
personality, social interactions, and other behavioral characteristics of interrogation 
subjects and to advise authorized personnel performing lawful interrogations regarding 
such assessments." DoDD 3115.09 further states that "behavioral science consultants 
may not be used to determine detainee phobias for the purpose of exploitation during 
the interrogation process." The interrogator may consider the consultant's assessment 
while implementing the five phases of every intelligence interrogation—planning and 
preparing for the interrogation, employing an approach, questioning the source, ending 
the conversation (termination), and reporting.

(U) Following the intelligence interrogation, the interrogator completes operational and 
source administrative reporting, which responds to intelligence requirements and 
includes the rationale for the interrogator’s approach, its level of success, a description 
of the detainee's information, and the detainee's demeanor following the discussion. 
The interrogator may collaborate with an analyst to identify further intelligence

SECRET//NOEORN
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requirements, intelligence gaps, and amplifying information the detainee may be able to 
answer. Finally, the interrogator generates and submits an intelligence information 
report via the HUM1NT Online Tasking and Reporting database for intelligence 
community consumption.

(U) Intelligence Interrogation Oversight
(U) Oversight of intelligence interrogation ensures that DoD Components comply with 
law and policy and that interrogators treat detainees humanely. According to the 
Government Accountability Office's ''Standards for Internal Control in the Federal 
Government," internal controls are a process implemented by an entity's oversight 
body, management, and other personnel to provide reasonable assurance that the 
objectives of an entity will be achieved.6 These objectives and related risks can be 
broadly classified into one or more of the following three categories:

6 (U) U.S. Government Accountability Office, "Standards for Internal Control in the Federal 
Government," September 2014 (GAO-14-704G).
7(U) DoDD 3115.09.

• (U] Operations: Effectiveness and efficiency of operations.

• (U] Reporting: Reliability of reporting for internal and external use.

• (U) Compliance: Compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

(U) Policies Governing Intelligence Interrogations
(U) DoDD 3115.09 and FM 2-22.3 are the guiding policies for intelligence interrogation 
performance and oversight.

(II) DoD Directive Al 15.09
(U) DoDD 3115.09 requires that DoD military, civilian, and contractor personnel 
conduct intelligence interrogations of individuals in U.S. or foreign custody in 
accordance with applicable law, the requirements in this Directive, and implementing 
plans, policies, orders, directives, and doctrine developed by the DoD Components and 
approved by the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (USD[I]).7 Additionally, all 
intelligence interrogations must be "conducted humanely in accordance with applicable 
law and policy." Further, only DoD interrogators who are trained and certified in 
accordance with DoDD 3115.09 may conduct DoD intelligence interrogations.

(II) Anny Field Manual .-A A 1
(U) According to FM 2.22-3, "In accordance with the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005, 
the only intelligence interrogation approaches and techniques that are authorized for

SECRET//NOFORN
D0DK.-2019-077 | J
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use with any detainee, regardless of status or characterization, are those authorized and 
listed in this Field Manual." There are 18 intelligence interrogation approaches and 1 
intelligence interrogation technique authorized by FM 2-22.3. Two of the approaches 
and the technique require additional prior approval. "This manual applies to the Active 
Army, the Army National Guard/Army National Guard of the United States, and the 
United States Army Reserve unless otherwise stated. This manual also applies to DoD 
civilian employees and contractors with responsibility to engage in HUMINT collection 
activities. It is also intended for commanders and staffs of joint and combined 
commands, and Service Component Commands. Although this is Army doctrine, 
adaptations will have to be made by other Military departments, based on each of their 
organizations and specific doctrine."

(U) Roles and Responsibilities
(U) DoDD 3115.09 establishes roles and responsibilities for intelligence interrogations 
and OUSD(I) and combatant command interrogation oversight.

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Inl.elliycncc
(U) DoDD 3115.09 assigns OUSD(I) primary staff responsibility for DoD intelligence 
interrogations and serve as the principal advisor to the Secretary and Deputy Secretary 
of Defense regarding DoD intelligence interrogation policy. In addition, DoDD 3115.09 
mandates OUSD(I) responsibility for developing, coordinating, and overseeing the 
implementation of DoD intelligence interrogation policy. OUSD(I) is also responsible 
for reviewing, approving, and ensuring coordination of all DoD Component intelligence 
interrogation policies, directives, and doctrine.

(U) Combatant Commands
(U) DoDD 3115.09 requires that Combatant Commanders ensure all intelligence 
interrogation plans, policies, orders, directives, training, doctrine, and tactics, 
techniques, and procedures issued by subordinate commands and components are 
consistent with DoDD 3115.09 and USD(I)-approved policies, and that the combatant 
commands periodically review and evaluate those issuances. In addition, DoDD 
3115.09 requires that Combatant Commanders ensure personnel, including DoD 
contractor personnel, who are involved in intelligence interrogations are trained and 
certified.

SECRET//N0FORN
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(U) Finding
(U) OUSD(I) and Combatant Command Intelligence 
Interrogation Oversight Procedures Require 
Improvement
(U) The Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (OUSD [I]) 
developed and coordinated DoD policy, and reviewed, approved, and ensured 
coordination of all DoD Component intelligence interrogation policies, directives, 
and doctrine. However, we found inconsistencies in OUSD(I}’s oversight of the 
implementation of DoD policy regarding combatant command intelligence 
interrogation approaches and techniques. For example, the methodology for a 
December 2013 OUSD(I) assessment stated that a survey was used to collect 
interrogation data from the combatant commands, but the data were not verified 
by OUSD(I) personnel due to funding limitations. In addition, the methodology for 
an October 2017 OUSD(I) assessment of combatant command intelligence-related 
policies and records did not include an assessment of the combatant command's 
intelligence interrogation program. The inconsistencies in OUSD(I)’s integration 
implementation oversight occurred because OUSD(I) officials focused on 
intelligence interrogation policy reviews rather than developing procedures for, 
and conducting policy implementation oversight of, intelligence interrogations. As 
a result, OUSD(I) cannot ensure that the combatant commands' intelligence 
interrogation programs are employing interrogation approaches and techniques 
consistent with the applicable policies and regulations.

(U) Of the three combatant commands we reviewed, only USSOUTHCOM’s 
intelligence interrogation policies and oversight procedures met the requirements 
of DoDD 3115.09. For example, USSOUTHCOM annually performs announced and 
unannounced compliance inspections of intelligence interrogation procedures at 
the Guantanamo Bay detention facility.

However, we found that USCENTCOM's CI/HUM1NT Operations Division (CCJ2- 
X) did not maintain ail intelligence interrogation records or have access to the 
central data repository or the systems and databases that maintain USCENTCOM

SECRET//NOFORN
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independent oversight of USCENTCOM intelligence interrogation-related records 
(such as the interrogators’ operational and source administrative reports) without 
direct access to the central data repository or the systems and databases that 
maintain USCENTCOM intelligence interrogation-related records. Independent 
oversight provides reasonable assurance that operations, reporting, and 
compliance are achieved.

USSOCOM officials they were waiting for OUSD(I) to publish the revised DoDD 
3115.09 before updating USSOCOM policy. As a result, if USSOCOM restarts its 
intelligence interrogation program, USSOCOM could perform intelligence 
interrogations that are not authorized or were not approved by the appropriate 
individuals within the chain of command because the USSOCOM policy lacked 
current DoDD 3115.09 oversight and records management requirements.

SECRET/ZNOFORN
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(U) OUSD(I) Did Not Consistently Oversee the 
Implementation of intelligence Interrogation Policy as 
Required by DoD Directive 3115.09
fU) DoDD 3115.09 directs the USDfl) to develop, coordinate, and oversee the 
implementation of DoD intelligence interrogation policy. However, OUSDfl) officials 
have not been consistent in their oversight of the implementation of intelligence 
interrogations and they do not have oversight procedures to assess the implementation 
of DoD Component intelligence interrogations.

(U) OUSDfl) Officials Focused on the Review, Approval, and 
Coordination of DoD Component Policies Rather Than 
Overseeing Interrogation Policy Implementation
(U) During the joint DoD Senior Intelligence Oversight Office (SIOO)—OUSDfl) review 
process, OUSDfl) officials focused on the review, approval, and coordination of DoD 
Component policies instead of focusing on the implementation of DoD policy. Since 
2006, OUSDfl) conducted intelligence interrogation policy reviews. According to 
OUSDfl) officials, OUSDfl) began revising their policy review procedures in July 2018, to 
expedite future combatant command reviews.8 According to the draft procedures for 
this review process, OUSDfl) will review each DoD Component's intelligence 
interrogation policy to ensure that it accurately articulates DoDD 3115.09 policy in the 
following areas:

8 (U) As of November 2018, these updated procedures have not been codified.

• fU) Treatment of detainees during the interrogation process;

• fU) interrogation, debriefing, and tactical questioning;

• fU) Support to interrogation operations; and

• fU) Oversight.

(U) The draft procedures state that OUSDfl) will send any substantive or critical 
comments to the DoD Component Head for adjudication. Upon receipt of the revised 
DoD Component Head policy, the OUSDfl) will review the policy to address all 
substantive and critical OUSDfl) comments. OUSDfl) will then forward the DoD 
Component Head policy to the Office of the General Counsel (Intelligence) for legal 
review. Upon completion of the legal review, OUSDfl) will send substantive or critical 
comments back to the DoD Component Head for adjudication. After receiving final 
Component Head comments, the OUSDfl) staff will send the package to the USD(I) for 
final approval. A memorandum signed by the USD fl) approving, approving with
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changes, or disapproving the policy will then be sent to the DoD Component Head. As of 
July 2018, OUSD(I) officials used this methodology to review two combatant commands' 
interrogation policies.

(U) In addition, OUSD(I) officials informed us that they oversee implementation of DoD 
policy regarding intelligence interrogations by: (1) Reviewing and approving DoD 
Component policies, directives, and doctrine related to intelligence interrogations; (2) 
Conducting in person HUMINT assessments of the Services and Combatant Command 
operations; [3] Maintaining contact and dialogue with the Services and Combatant 
Commands regarding intelligence interrogation; (4) Hosting monthly meetings with 
representatives of the DoD Components to discuss current trends and issues relating to 
intelligence interrogations; and (5) Attending various HUMINT working groups, 
planning groups, and other meetings in order to provide the opportunity for the DoD 
Components to address issues.

(U) However, we found inconsistencies in OUSD(I)'s in person HUMINT assessments. 
Specifically, OUSD(I) does not have a documented procedure or process on how to 
conduct the in person HUMINT assessment. OUSD(l) provided us three independent 
assessments of DoD Component’s interrogation programs and three assessments that 
were accomplished as part of a joint review with the Senior Intelligence Oversight 
Office.9 These assessments varied in how they were conducted and what was reviewed 
and reported on.

9 (U) We only requested and reviewed assessments for USCENTCOM, USSOUTHCOM, and USSOCOM.

(U) For example, OUSD(I)'s September 2013 HUMINT Policy Assessment of 
USCENTCOM was very thorough in its reporting of USCENTCOM’s compliance with 
policy and policy implementation. However, OUSD(I)’s December 2013 DoD 
Interrogation Program Review, which included USCENTCOM, was only conducted via a 
survey as funding limitations precluded site visits and independent research to verify 
accuracy of the component's comments and perceptions. Finally, OUSD(I)’s October 
2017 oversight review of USCENTCOM, in conjunction with the Senior Intelligence 
Oversight Office, had no mention of USCENTCOM’s intelligence interrogation program.

(U) OUSD(I) Cannot Ensure That Interrogations are Conducted 
According to Policy
(U) As a result, OUSD(I) cannot ensure that the combatant commands’ intelligence 
interrogation programs are employing interrogation approaches and techniques 
consistent with the applicable policies and regulations. OUSD(I) has documented 
procedures for intelligence interrogation policy reviews; however, these procedures do 
not cover independent verification of DoD Component intelligence interrogation
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implementation. This OUSD(I) implementation oversight is essential to ensure that the 
Components comply with, and account for, the humane treatment of detainees.10

10 (U) According to DoDD 3115.09, no person in DoD custody or physical control, detained in a DoD 
facility, or otherwise interrogated, debriefed, or questioned by DoD military personnel, civilian 
employees, or DoD contractor personnel shall be subject to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment 
or punishment.
11 (U) U.S. Southern Command Regulation 380-1, "Intelligence Interrogations, Detainee Debriefings, 
and Tactical Questioning," March 14, 2012.

(U) Without proper oversight, errors within the intelligence interrogation process could 
occur or go undetected. These process errors could damage the United States' and the 
Military Services’ international reputation. For example, the DoD learned a valuable 
lesson in 2004 from the investigation of abuses at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq. The Abu 
Ghraib prison investigation identified two categories of abuse: (1) intentional violent or 
sexual abuse, and (2] abusive actions taken based on misinterpretation or confusion 
regarding the law and policy. The investigation also identified that while senior-level 
officials did not commit the abuse at Abu Ghraib, they did bear the responsibility for the 
lack of oversight at the facility. Additionally, the report states that establishing a clear 
chain of military intelligence command and associated responsibilities would have 
enhanced intelligence collection. Therefore, the development of formal, periodic 
OUSD(I) intelligence interrogation oversight procedures is essential to the DoD’s ability 
to detect non-compliance and avoid repeating prior mistakes.

(U) Combatant Command Oversight of Intelligence 
Interrogations Is Inconsistent
(U) During our review, we focused on the USSOUTHCOM, USCENTCOM, and USSOCOM 
intelligence interrogation programs. Of the three combatant commands, only 
USSOUTHCOM's intelligence interrogation program met the requirements of DoDD 
3115.09. Both USCENTCOM's intelligence interrogation policy and USSOCOM's 
intelligence interrogation policy should be updated.

(U) USSOUTHCOM's Oversight of Its Intelligence 
Interrogation Program Meets the Requirements of 
DoD and USSOUTHCOM Policies
(U) USSOUTHCOM's oversight of its intelligence interrogation policies and oversight 
procedures met the requirements of DoDD 3115.09 and USSOUTHCOM Regulation 380- 
1, which implements DoDD 3115.09.11 Specifically, USSOUTHCOM’s intelligence 
directorate ensured that intelligence interrogation techniques and procedures used by 
its subordinate command (Joint Task Force-Guantanamo [JTF-GTMO]) at Naval Base
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Guantanamo Bay were consistent with DoD and USSOUTHCOM policies. For example, 
USSOUTHCOM's intelligence directorate personnel provided us detailed information 
regarding JTF-GTMO’s intelligence interrogations, including the number of intelligence 
interrogations completed and a list of all approaches approved for use during those 
interrogations. Additionally, USSOUTHCOM's intelligence personnel had access to JTF- 
GTMO’s web-based multi-source intelligence database, the Joint Detainee Information 
Management System, which they created to maintain and preserve interrogation 
records in accordance with DoDD 3115.09.

(U) Further, USSOUTHCOM's intelligence directorate personnel informed us that they 
perform annual announced and unannounced compliance inspections of intelligence 
interrogation procedures at the Guantanamo Bay detention facility, as required by 
DoDD 2310.01E.12 DoDD 2310.01E requires that the Combatant Commanders conduct 
periodic unannounced and announced inspections of detention facilities to provide 
continued oversight of detainee operations. USSOUTHCOM’s inspection team consisted 
of its Branch Chief for Detention Operations, the Staff Judge Advocate, the Intelligence 
Director, the Surgeon General, and the U.S. Army Office of the Provost Marshal for 
General Detention Operations. Inspection focus areas include intelligence 
interrogations, standard operating procedures, interrogation planning and recording, 
and Behavioral Science Consultant Team involvement. In addition, USSOUTHCOM 
Regulation 380-1, Enclosure 3 contains the USSOUTHCOM Theater Semi-Annual 
Checklist.

12 (U) DoD Directive 2310.01E, "DoD Detainee Program," August 19, 2014, Incorporating Change 1, 
Effective May 24, 2017.
13 (U) The two USSOUTHCOM reports we received are 1) Compliance Inspection of Joint Task Force 

Guantanamo, January 2015, dated February 25, 2015, and 2) Compliance Inspection of Joint Task 
Force-Guantanamo, August 2016, dated November 2, 2016.

(U) USSOUTHCOM publishes reports with findings and recommendations at the end of 
each inspection. We requested that USSOUTHCOM provide us with the two most recent 
reports within the scope of this project.13 The USSOUTHCOM reports had the following 
findings and recommendations:

(U) Compliance Inspection of JTF-GTMO (January 2015) had no derogatory remarks 
related to USSOUTHCOM interrogation operations.

(U) Compliance Inspection of JTF-GTMO (August 2016) had no derogatory remarks 
related to USSOUTHCOM interrogation operations.

(6//M*-) USSOUTHCOM's oversight of its intelligence interrogation program contributed 
information that answered intelligence community requirements. Specifically, the Joint
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Detainee Information Management System (JDIMS), which was used to collect, analyze, 
and disseminate intelligence information from persons detained at JTF-GTMO, provided 
USSOUTHCOM officials with the capability to link interrogations to intelligence 
community priority intelligence requirements. JDIMS access includes DoD and non-DoD 
components and allows intelligence information sharing both internally and externally. 
The JDIMS reports enabled the USSOUTHCOM J2X to demonstrate the impact of the JTF- 
GTMO interrogator’s efforts.

(U) USCENTCOM Headquarters Did Not Maintain All 
Interrogation Records
(U) USCENTCOM did not maintain all intelligence interrogation records at the 
headquarters level. According to DoDD 3115.09, DoD Component Heads, to include 
commanders of the combatant commands, shall create, maintain, preserve, and dispose 
of records (video, audio, and written) related to interrogation or debriefing of detainees 
for foreign intelligence collection purposes in accordance with DoD Instruction (DoDI) 
5015.02.14 DoDI 5015.02 requires the generation and maintenance of operational 
records as a result of campaigns and contingency operations in the combatant 
command area(s) of operation. DoDI 5015.02 defines operational records as records 
generated as a result of operational-level actions such as fragmentary orders, situation 
reports, and military intelligence summaries. In addition, CCR 381-21 governs 
USCENTCOM's intelligence interrogation program. According to CCR 381-21, the CCJ2-X 
stores all USCENTCOM intelligence interrogations records in J

14 (U) DoD Instruction 5015.02, "DoD Records Management Program," August 17, 2017, Incorporating 

Change 1, Effective April 27, 2018.

[USCENTCOMWl) 1-7(e)

(U) However, the USCENTCOM CCJ2-X did not follow CCR 381-21. According to the 
CCJ2-X, CCR 381-21 currently includes a self-imposed requirement to maintain 
intelligence interrogation records. The CCJ2-X further stated that DoDD 3115.09 does 
not specifically require that component commanders maintain intelligence 
interrogation-related records locally, nor that the records be stored in the^^^l
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(U) In addition, according to USCENTCOM CCJ2-X officials, the lack of a central 
repository and direct access to the information has not impeded them from meeting 
their oversight responsibilities. According to DoDD 3115.09, Commanders of the 
Combatant Commands shall "plan, execute, and oversee Combatant Command 
intelligence interrogations, detainee debriefings, and tactical questioning in accordance 
with this Directive." According to CCR 381-21, the CCJ2-X Chief "manages and oversees 
interrogation, detainee debriefing, and [tactical questioning] activities and reporting 
conducted under USCENTCOM authority." In addition, the CCJ2-X Chief "conducts 
annual compliance inspections of all USCENTCOM Components executing interrogation, 
detainee debriefing, and [tactical questioning] activities."

(U) Direct access to the data repository(ies) would allow USCENTCOM CCJ2-X personnel 
to perform routine independent oversight of components performing interrogations

^ASgTUSCENTCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a), (c); USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)
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and meet the requirements of DoDD 3115.09 and CCR 381-21. The information 
contained in the data repositories includes, but is not limited, to the interrogators 
operational and source administrative reports that would allow an independent 
reviewer to verify the interrogator’s methodology for questioning a detainee, the 
approving official’s comments, and any connections between the detainee's responses 
and the intelligence community information requirements.

(U) Without direct access to the central data repository or the systems and databases 
that maintain intelligence interrogation-related records (such as the interrogator's 
operational and source administrative reports), USCENTCOM CCJ2-X cannot conduct 
independent oversight of USCENTCOM intelligence interrogation-related records. 
Independent oversight provides reasonable assurance that operations [intelligence 
interrogations], reporting, and compliance with DoD and USCENTCOM interrogation 
policies are achieved.

(U) USSOCOM Intelligence Interrogation Policy Does 
Not Reflect USSOCOM's Intelligence Interrogation 
Program
(U) USSOCOM's intelligence interrogation policy is out of date, and does not accurately 
reflect USSOCOM's intelligence interrogation program. Specifically, USSOCOM's 
intelligence interrogation policy was last updated in 2008, and there is no mention of 
USSOCOM's information network used to store operational records and data. DoDD 
3115.09 requires Combatant Commanders to periodically review and evaluate all 
intelligence interrogation policies, directives, and procedures.

(U) USSOCOM’s intelligence interrogation policy, USSOCOM Directive 381-3, was last 
updated in 2008 and contains information that is outdated or obsolete.16 For example, 
the purpose of the USSOCOM directive is to implement DoD policy on questioning 
captured or detained personnel for intelligence purposes in accordance with the May 
2008 version of DoDD 3115.09. The current version of DoDD 3115.09 is dated October 
2012 and incorporates changes that were effective April 2018. The following three 
references in USSOCOM Directive 381-3 are obsolete:

16 (U) USSOCOM Directive 381-3, "Intelligence Interrogations, Detainee Debriefings, and Tactical 

Questioning," June 16, 2008.

• (U) DoDD 2310.01E, "The Department of Defense Detainee Program," 
September 5, 2006. (The current version is dated August 19, 2014, and 
incorporates changes effective May 24, 2017.)
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• (U) DoDD 2311.01E, "DoD Law of War Program," May 9,2006. (The current 
version incorporates changes effective November 15, 2010.)

• (U) DoD Instruction 5240.4, "Reporting of Counterintelligence and Criminal 
Violations," September 22,1992. (DoDI 5240.4 was replaced by DoDI 5240.04 
in February 2, 2009. The current version is dated April 1, 2016, and 
incorporates changes effective April 26,2018.)

(U) USSOCOM Officials Did Not Update USSOCOM Directive 
381-3 Because USSOCOM Personnel Do Not Conduct 
Intelligence Interrogations Under USSOCOM Authority
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(U) Management Comments on the Finding and Our 
Response
(U) Office of the Under Set retary of Defense foi Intelligence
fU) The Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence’s Human Intelligence (HUMINT) and 
Sensitive Activities Director, responding for the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence, agreed with the finding that there are "inconsistencies in OUSD(I)’s 
oversight of the implementation of DoD policy regarding combatant command 
intelligence interrogation approaches and techniques" and that there is room for 
improvement in the office's administrative procedures. The office has already refined 
its intelligence interrogation questionnaire and inspection process, most recently used 
during a March 2019 oversight inspection of U.S. Africa Command.

fU) In addition, the HUMINT and Sensitive Activities Director acknowledged the 
administrative inconsistencies identified in our report regarding intelligence 
interrogation oversight reporting. According to the HUMINT and Sensitive Activities 
Director, these administrative inconsistencies were due to a shift from OUSD(I) only 
assessments to ones that OUSDfl) coordinated with the DoD Senior Intelligence 
Oversight Official fSIOO). As a result, many of OUSD(I)'s observations and assessments 
of intelligence interrogation operations did not meet the threshold for inclusion in the 
DoD SIOO reports. According to the HUMINT and Sensitive Activities Director, each 
OUSDfl) inspection is done in accordance with OUSDfI)’s standard operating procedure, 
which the office is updating to ensure that it contains the most efficient and effective 
procedures.

(U) Our Response
fU) We acknowledge OUSDfI)’s comments on the reporting constraints associated with 
OUSD(I)'s partnership with the DoD SIOO for combatant command intelligence and 
intelligence-related oversight. However, OUSDfl) did not provide evidence throughout 
this evaluation to demonstrate the objective, scope, methodology, and results of its
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intelligence interrogation oversight assessments that were subsequently left out of the 
DoD SIOO reports. We also acknowledge that OUSD(l)'s HUM1NT Division developed 
procedures for the conduct of HUMINT assessments, which includes the 
implementation of DoD policy regarding intelligence interrogations. However, OUSDQJ 
did not provide evidence of how those assessments are performed or the method of 
determining which assessed areas met or did not meet the assessment requirements. 
Further, we acknowledge that OUSD(l) is in the process of issuing guidance for the 
Defense Intelligence Agency to develop an intelligence interrogation-related records 
repository. However, as this repository initiative is in its infancy, we cannot accept the 
concept as factual evidence.

(U) U.S. Central Command
(U) The USCENTCOM CCJ2-X Chief agreed with our finding and recommendation, but 
noted that DoDD 3115.09 does not mandate that DoD Components maintain intelligence 
interrogation-related records at the DoD Component level, nor does it require a 
centralized database for storage of or access to intelligence interrogation-related 
records.

(U) Our Responst
(U] U.S. Central Command Regulation (CCR) 381-21 is derived from DoDD 3115.09, and
is, therefore, a more restrictive policy. DoDD 3115.09 does require DoD Components to
maintain and preserve records "...related to the interrogation or debriefing of detainees 
for foreign intelligence collection purposes...". While DoDD 3115.09 may not specify
that the records be maintained at the geographic combatant command-level, CCR 381-
21 required all USCENTCOM records related to intelligence interrogations, detainee
debriefings, and tactical questioning to be stored in the USCENTCOM (b)(1) 1.7(e)

, which we determined was not being upheld. Therefore,
USCENTCOM did not satisfy the original DoDD 3115.09 mandate requirements.

(II) U.S. Special Operations Command
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(U) Our Response

(U) Recommendations, Management Comments, and 
Our Response

(U) Recommendation 1
(U) We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence develop 
formal combatant command intelligence interrogation oversight procedures and 
develop a schedule for conducting intelligence interrogation policy 
implementation oversight.

(0) Office o/ the Under Secretary of Defense f or Intellicp nee Comments
(U) The Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence's Human Intelligence (HUMINT) and 
Sensitive Activities Director, responding for the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence stated that OUSD(I) is updating its inspection standard operating 
procedures and is working to document OUSD(l)'s oversight of intelligence 
interrogation operations independent of the DoD SIOO’s final reports.

KECRET//NOFORN
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(II) Our Response
(U] Comments from the OUSD(I)’s HUMINT and Sensitive Activities Director did not 
agree or disagree with the specifics of our recommendation. Although the Director did 
not specifically concur, we consider the OUSD(I]’s actions to update its inspection 
standard operating procedures and update its independent oversight reporting process 
to be responsive to the intent of our recommendation. Therefore, the recommendation 
is resolved, but will remain open, and no further comments are required. We will close 
the recommendation once we verify that the OUSD(I) has documented their intelligence 
interrogation inspection processes and documented their procedures for reporting 
OUSD(I)'s oversight of combatant command intelligence interrogation operations 
independent of OUSD(I)’s partnership with DoD SIOO.

(U) Recommendation 2
(U) We recommend that the Commander of U.S. Central Command review and 
update Central Command Regulation 381-21 to:

a. (U) Reflect U.S. Central Command's current operating procedures for 
maintaining and overseeing U.S. Central Command's intelligence 
interrogation-related records.

(U) U.S. Central Command Comments
(U) The U.S. Central Command's Counterintelligence and HUMINT Operations Division 
(CCJ2-XJ Chief, responding for the Commander of U.S. Central Command, did not agree 
or disagree with the recommendation. However, the CCJ2-X Chiefs response stated that 
USCENTCOM initiated an internal revision of USCENTCOM Regulation 381-21 to 
incorporate recommended DoD OIG changes, with the final completion anticipated by 
the end of calendar year 2019.

(U) Our Response
[U] Comments from U.S. Central Command's CCJ2-X Chief did not directly agree or 
disagree with our recommendation; however, the CCJ2-X Chiefs response addressed all 
specifics of the recommendation, and no further comments are required. Therefore, the 
recommendation is resolved, but will remain open. We will close the recommendation 
once we verify that the updated Central Command Regulation 381-21 fully addresses 
U.S. Central Command’s current operating procedures for maintaining and overseeing 
intelligence interrogation-related records.

b. (U) Require Headquarters, U.S. Central Command personnel to have access 
to ail of the data repositories that maintain U.S. Central Command's 
intelligence interrogation-related records.
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(U) U.S. Central Command Commet

The U.S. Central Command’s CCJ2-X Chief, responding for the Commander of 
U.S. Central Command, did not agree or disagree with the recommendation. However, 
the CCJ2-X Chiefs response stated that USCENTCOM has requested

[USCENTCOM and USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a) accounts to have immediate
access to subordinate element documentation. Additionally, USCENTCOM requested a 
data management process from the subordinate elements that will allow for physical
storage of all records locally. [USCENTCOM (b)(1) 1.4(c)

for intelligence interrogation reporting.

(U) Oue Response

(U) Comments from U.S. Central Command's CCJ2-X Chief did not agree or disagree with 
our recommendation; however, the CCJ2-X Chiefs response addressed all specifics of 
the recommendation, and no further comments are required. Therefore, the 
recommendation is resolved, but will remain open. We will close the recommendation 
once we verify that Central Command Regulation 381-21 fully addresses how 
USCENTCOM CCJ2-X personnel will access the data repositories that maintain 
USCENTCOM's intelligence interrogation-related records.

(U) Recommendation 3

00 United Stales Special Operations Command Comments
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(II) Our Response

Comments from U.S. Special Operations Command's J2X Chief did not directly 
agree or disagree with our recommendation; however, the CCJ2-X Chiefs response 
addressed all specifics of the recommendation, and no further comments are required. 
Therefore, the recommendation is resolved, but will remain open. We will close the 
recommendation once we verify that USSOCOM Directive 381-3 fully addresses the U.S. 
Special Operations Command's intelligence interrogation program^
[USCENTCOM and USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)
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(U) Appendix A

(U) Scope and Methodology
(U) We conducted this evaluation from May 2018 through February 2019 in accordance 
with the "Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation/’ published in January 2012 
by the Council of Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency. Those standards 
require that we adequately plan the evaluation to ensure that objectives are met and 
that we perform the evaluation to obtain sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence to 
support the findings, conclusions, and recommendations. We believe that the evidence 
obtained was sufficient, competent, and relevant to lead a reasonable person to sustain 
the findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

(U) This project evaluated the DoD’s and combatant commands' oversight of 
intelligence interrogations using as a guide DoDD 3115.09 and FM 2-22.3. The scope of 
this evaluation was limited to an assessment of intelligence interrogation oversight at 
USSOUTHCOM, USCENTCOM, and USSOCOM based on their respective areas of 
operation. This project’s scope did not include an assessment of detainee questioning 
performed by untrained or uncertified soldiers at point of capture, law enforcement 
interrogations, or the quality of the intelligence resulting from intelligence 
interrogations. The project scope also did not include an assessment of intelligence 
interrogation policies and procedures at U.S. Africa Command or U.S. Indo-Pacific 
Command, and did not include an assessment of the High-value Detainee Interrogation 
Group’s interrogation policies and procedures.

(U) We did not focus on DIA because DIA’s responsibility was providing oversight of CI 
and HUMINT training, including intelligence interrogations, for the Defense CI/HUMINT 
Enterprise. The DIA is not an intelligence interrogation oversight body. Therefore, this 
report does not asses the DIA’s intelligence interrogation-related capabilities.

(U) We performed site visits and interviewed personnel at the following locations:

(U) USCENTCOM, MacDill AFB, Florida

(U) USSOUTHCOM, Doral, Florida

(U) USSOCOM, MacDill AFB, Florida

(U) OUSD(I), Washington, D.C.

(U) DIA, Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling, Washington, D.C.
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tactics, techniques, and procedures issued by subor(U) U.S. Army's 35M10 and Joint 
Interrogation Certification Course, Fort Huachuca, Arizona

(U) U.S. Marine Corps Marine Air Ground Task Force Joint Interrogation Course, 
Naval Air Station Oceana Dam Neck, Virginia

(U) We reviewed applicable guidance, DoD directives, and instructions. Specifically, we 
reviewed DoDD 3115.09, USSOUTHCOM Regulation 380-1, USCENTCOM 381-21, and 
USSOCOM Directive 381-3.

(U) We conducted a formal data call where we requested from each of the three 
combatant commands that we visited the following:

• (U) Copies of existing policies implementing DoD intelligence interrogation 
policies and regulations, including intelligence interrogation directives, 
manuals, and policies for requesting, authorizing, and performing intelligence 
interrogations.

• (U) Supporting documentation on how the command ensures that all 
intelligence interrogation and detainee debriefing plans, policies, orders, 
directives, training, doctrine, and dinate commands and components are 
consistent with DoDD 3115.09.

• (U) Supporting documentation on how the command ensures that personnel, 
including DoD contractor personnel, assigned to the command who are involved 
in intelligence interrogations, detainee debriefings, and tactical questioning are 
appropriately trained and certified consistent with the standards established 
pursuant to Enclosure 2, subparagraph 2.d(2] of DoDD 3115.09 and 
Enclosure 4, section 1 of DoDD 3115.09.

• (U) Supporting documentation on how the command ensures that non-DoD 
intelligence interrogations are conducted in accordance with Enclosures 3 and 6 
of DoDD 3115.09.

• (U) Copies of the commands’ coordinated engagement with the Secretaries of 
the Military Departments to establish procedures for the prompt reporting of 
reportable incidents, committed by non-DoD U.S. personnel or by coalition, 
allied, host nation, or any other persons, in accordance with Enclosure 3 of 
DoDD 3115.09.

© (U) From fiscal year (FY) 2012 through FY2017, supporting documentation for 
the total number of intelligence interrogations requested and performed by the
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commands' interrogators including the number of times the commands' 
interrogators used each of the intelligence interrogation methods described in 
FM 2-22.3.

• (U) Copies of the commands' semiannual summary reports (or reporting input) 
on intelligence interrogations, as well as intelligence interrogation metrics for 
the FY12 to FY17 period, including but not limited to intelligence interrogation 
plans and intelligence interrogation summaries.

(U) We interviewed senior intelligence leaders and administrators, and current and 
former senior intelligence interrogators at two of the three combatant commands that 
we visited and at each Service intelligence interrogation training facility. We also 
interviewed OUSD(I)'s HUMINT and Sensitive Activities Directorate, Director for 
Defense Intelligence (Intelligence and Security) personnel both before and after our site 
visits to the combatant commands.

(U) Use of Computer-Processed Data
(II) We did not use computer-processed data to perform this evaluation.

(U) Use of Technical Assistance
(U) We did not require technical assistance to perform this evaluation.

(U) Prior Coverage
(U) During the last 5 years, there were no reports discussing the DoD’s or the 
combatant commands’ oversight of intelligence interrogations.
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(U) Appendix B

(U) Intelligence Interrogation Strategies Authorized by 
Army Field Manual 2-22.3
(U) According to FM 2.22-3, "In accordance with the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005, 
the only interrogation approaches and techniques that are authorized for use with any 
detainee, regardless of status or characterization, are those authorized and listed in this 
Field Manual." There are 18 intelligence interrogation approaches and 1 intelligence 
interrogation technique. Two of the approaches and the technique require additional 
approval before use.17

17 (U) Two approaches, Mutt and Jeff and False Flag, require approval by the first 0-6 in the 
interrogator's chain of command. The restricted interrogation technique of "Separation" requires 
Combatant Commander approval for use, and each interrogation plan using "Separation" requires 
the approval of the first General Officer or Flag Officer in the interrogator's chain of command.

(U) Intelligence Interrogation Approaches
1. (U) Direct Approach: In using the direct approach, the human intelligence (HUMINT) 
collector asks direct questions. The initial questions may be administrative or non
pertinent, but the HUMINT collector quickly begins asking pertinent questions. The 
HUMINT collector will continue to use direct questions as long as the source is 
answering the questions in a truthful manner. When the source refuses to answer, 
avoids answering, or falsely answers a pertinent question, the HUMINT collector will 
begin an alternate approach strategy.

2. (U) Incentive Approach: The incentive approach is trading something that the source 
wants for information. The thing that you give up may be a material reward, an 
emotional reward, or the removal of a real or perceived negative stimulus. The 
exchange of the incentive may be blatant or subtle.

3. (U) Emotional Love Approach: In using the emotional love approach, the HUMINT 
collector focuses on the anxiety felt by the source about the circumstances in which he 
finds himself, his isolation from those he loves, and his feelings of helplessness. If the 
HUMINT collector can show the source what the source himself can do to alter or 
improve his situation or the situation of the object of his emotion, the approach has a 
chance of success.

4. (U) Emotional Hate Approach: The emotional hate approach focuses on any genuine 
hate, or possibly a desire for revenge, the source may feel. The HUMINT collector must
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clearly identify the object of the source's hate and, if necessary, build on those feelings 
so the emotion overrides the source's rational side.

5. (U) Emotional Fear-Up Approach: In the fear-up approach, the HUMINT collector 
identifies a preexisting fear or creates a fear within the source. He then links the 
elimination or reduction of the fear to cooperation on the part of the source. The 
HUMINT collector must be extremely careful that he does not threaten or coerce a 
source. The HUMINT collector should also be extremely careful that he does not create 
so much fear that the source becomes unresponsive.

6. (U) Emotional Fear-Down Approach: In the fear-down approach, the HUMINT 
collector mitigates existing fear in exchange for cooperation on the part of the source. 
The HUMINT collector, through verbal and physical actions, calms the source. 
Psychologically, the source then views the HUMINT collector as the protector or the one 
who is providing the calm and wishes to help the HUMINT collector in gratitude and in 
order to maintain the HUMINT collector as the protector.

7. (U) Emotional Pride and Ego-Up Approach: In this technique, the source is flattered 
into providing certain information in order to gain credit and build his ego. The 
HUMINT collector must take care to use a flattering, somewhat in-awe tone of voice, and 
speak highly of the source throughout this approach while remaining believable. This 
should produce positive feelings on the source's part as he receives desired recognition. 
The source will eventually reveal pertinent information to solicit more favorable 
comments from the HUMINT collector.

8. (UJ Emotional Pride and Ego-Down Approach: The HUMINT collector accuses the 
source of weakness or implies he is unable to do a certain thing. This type of source is 
also prone to excuses and rationalizations, often shifting the blame to others. The 
objective is for the HUMINT collector to use the source's sense of pride by attacking his 
loyalty, intelligence, abilities, leadership qualities, slovenly appearance, or any other 
perceived weakness. This will usually goad the source into becoming defensive, and he 
will try to convince the HUMINT collector he is wrong. In his attempt to redeem his 
pride and explain his actions, the source may provide pertinent information.

9. (U) Emotional Futility: The futility approach is effective when the HUMINT collector 
can play on doubts that already exist in the source's mind. Making the situation appear 
hopeless allows the source to rationalize his actions, especially if that action is 
cooperating with the HUMINT collector. When employing this technique, the HUMINT 
collector must not only have factual information, but also be aware of and exploit the 
source's psychological, moral, and sociological weaknesses.
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10. (U) We Know All: In the "we know all” approach technique, the HUMINT collector 
subtly convinces the source that his questioning of the source is perfunctory because 
any information that the source has is already known. The HUMINT collector may even 
complete a source's answer, as if he is bored and just "going through the motions." 
When the source begins to give accurate and complete information, the HUMINT 
collector interjects pertinent questions.

11. (U) File and Dossier: The file and dossier approach is a variation of the "we know 
all” approach. The HUMINT collector prepares a dossier containing all available 
information concerning the source or his organization. The information is carefully 
arranged within a file to give the illusion that it contains more data than is actually 
there. The success of this technique is largely dependent on the naivety of the source, 
volume of data on the subject, and skill of the HUMINT collector in convincing the 
source that the dossier is more complete than it actually is. There is also the risk that a 
less naive source will refuse to cooperate, claiming that, if the collector already knows 
everything, there is no need for him to talk.

12. (U) Establish Your Identity: In using this approach, the HUMINT collector insists 
that the detained source has been correctly identified as an infamous individual wanted 
by higher authorities on serious charges, and he is not the person he purports to be. In 
an effort to clear himself of this allegation, the source makes a genuine and detailed 
effort to establish or substantiate his true identity. In so doing, he may provide the 
HUMINT collector with information and leads for further development.

13. (U) Repetition: The repetition approach is used to induce cooperation from a 
hostile source. In one variation of this approach, the HUMINT collector listens carefully 
to a source's answer to a question, and then repeats the question and answer several 
times. He does this with each succeeding question until the source becomes so 
thoroughly bored with the procedure, he answers questions fully and candidly to satisfy 
the HUMINT collector and gain relief from the monotony of this method.

14. (U) Rapid Fire: This approach may be used by one, two, or more HUMINT collectors 
to question the source. The HUMINT collectors ask a series of questions in such a 
manner that the source does not have time to answer a question completely before the 
next one is asked. This confuses the source, and he will tend to contradict himself as he 
has little time to formulate his answers. The HUMINT collectors then confront the 
source with the inconsistencies causing further contradictions. In many instances, the 
source will begin to talk freely in an attempt to explain himself and deny the HUMINT 
collector's claims of inconsistencies. In this attempt, the source is likely to reveal more 
than he intends, thus creating additional leads for further exploitation.
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15. (U) Silent: The silent approach may be successful when used with either a nervous 
or confident source. When employing this technique, the HUMINT collector says 
nothing to the source, but looks him squarely in the eye, preferably with a slight smile 
on his face. It is important not to look away from the source but force him to break eye 
contact first. The source may become nervous, begin to shift in his chair, cross and re
cross his legs, and look away. He may ask questions, but the HUMINT collector should 
not answer until he is ready to break the silence.

16. (U) Change of Scenery: The change of scenery approach may be used in any type of 
military source operation to remove the source from an intimidating atmosphere such 
as an "interrogation" room type of setting and to place him in a setting where he feels 
more comfortable speaking.

17. (U) Mutt and Jeff: The goal of this technique is to make the source identify with one 
of the interrogators and thereby establish rapport and cooperation. Use of this 
technique requires two experienced HUMINT collectors who are convincing actors. The 
two HUMINT collectors will display opposing personalities and attitudes toward the 
source.

18. (U) False Flag: The goal of this technique is to convince the detainee that 
individuals from a country other than the United States are interrogating him, and trick 
the detainee into cooperating with U.S. forces.

(U) Intelligence Interrogation Technique
1. (U) Separation: The purpose of separation is to deny the detainee the opportunity to 
communicate with other detainees in order to keep him from learning counter
resistance techniques or gathering new information to support a cover story, 
decreasing the detainee's resistance to interrogation.
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(U) Management Comments

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence Comments

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
SOCXWEFENSE PENTAGON 

Washington, oc aoaoi-sooo

2 1 MAfi 2019

MEMORANDUM FOR Tl H- OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY JNSI’EC FOR GENERAL FOR 
INTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL PROGRAM ASSESSMENTS

SUBJECT: (U) Response to the Department of Defense Inspector General's Draft Report. 
“Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and 
Techniques" (Project No. D20l« DISPA2-01564.000)

(U) Ol JSD(I) concurs with the Department of Defense Inspector General's (DoD IG) 
finding that there arc "...inconsistencies in OUSDfl)'* oversight of the implementation of DoD 
policy regarding combatant command intelligence interrogation approaches and techniques." 
OUSD(I) recognizes there is always room for improvement of our administrative procedures and 
the office has already relined the intelligence interrogation questionnaire and inspection process 
used during a March 2019 oversight inspection of U.S. Africa Command to implement some of 
your draft recommendations.

(U) The report also identified administrative inconsistencies in intelligence interrogation 
oversight reporting, which was due to a shift from an OUSDfl) only assessment to otic where 
OUSD(I) coordinates with the DoD Senior Intelligence Oversight Official (DoD SIOO). As a 
result, many of OUSDfD's observations and assessments of intelligence interrogation operations 
did not meet the threshold for inclusion in the DoD SIOO final report. For example, our 
intelligence interrogation observations were omitted from the DoD SIOO October 2017 U.S. 
Central Command inspection report, which was referenced in the DoD 1G report-

(I I) OUSDfl) conducts in person inspections of two combatant command intelligence 
interrogation programs every year: each combatant command is inspected every four years. 
Each inspection is done in accordance with Ol fSDfD's standard operating procedure that we are 
updating to ensure we have the most cllicicnt and effective procedures. We are working to 
document OUSDfffs oversight of intelligence interrogation operations independent of DoD 
SlOO's final report.

(U) OUSDfl) would like to note there have been no observations or reports of 
intelligence personnel committing human rights violations during the scope of this evaluation.

(U) OUSDfl) has provided additional comments on the draft DoD IG report in the 
attached SD Fomi K18 for your information. My point of contact isH

Allachntcim 
As slated

Frank Sanders
Director, I IUMIN'1 & Sensitive Activities

Ilrrhtil trom: Multiple Sourer* 
lkcl»*ir> on: II Marrh rors

.iiiK'RFWfwrrjuni
UNCLASSIFIED when ‘TABS A and B removed
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(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence (Cont'd)

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence InierrognI ion Approaches and Techniques"

H Class

CtWWSHM ASD 
roc name; 

Piidae.amiE- 
JIMI.

---
Page Part

COMMIAT 

Type
__________

COMMEMSJl S1IHIAIIUA. AMI OKIGIMI OK Jl SI IHCA HOV HJH RfWI.11 IOS

—

AMP

HOW TO USE THE SD FORM 818
GENERAtGUlOANCE:

• To sort the (able by page number, hover your mouse over the tope! the tost cell in tbecdumn vr.Sla downward artowappearsiciicUoielettlhecraite column. Under TahljTooij,
select layout, and then click Sort and ’OK* To add new rows, copy and paste a blank row to keep consistent tormatting. To add automatic numbering to column I, select The entire 
column and than ekken the Numbering button under Paragraph on the Ho'*e ribbon

If YOU All THE (OORDlifATlHG QSO COMPON ENT:
• Usetkistaimtopto-ttCntalandtoblUntwecorwnUtotteOWCcrwiMttMtcrealedl  ̂ Conr’’telhe header end looter, columns 25, andlheljsttwcentrerta'^mn 7:

(maw I Order comments by the pages/paragraphs that they apply tcin columns a and 5

faw? Enter the classification of the comment, if any material is classified, tote* DoDM 52CMI guidance tor marking the document. If all comments are
unclassified, mark the header aid footer and ignore the column,

CucwASi^.vioS Enter the appropriate informal,on tor each comment.

twwwd Enter comment type (C 5, or A).

(C| Cww When a Component has one or more eft cal comments, that Component's coordmaton»an automate noncor.rur. the (ush (ration tor critical 
comments MUST identifyMbtionsof awor contradictionsol Erautwe Branch or OoD pal cy; unnecessary mts to ufety, life, limo, or DoD materiel; ivaste 
or abuse cl DoD appiopriacons;or totf-osit®" o!an uueawMb'e bwden on a Componert’s resources.

(5) Suww. Make a substantive comment if a part cf the issuance seems unnecessary, incorrect, misleading, confusing, or inconsistent with other 
sections, or if you disagree with the proposed respomiUiues, requirements, o» procedures. One substantive comment is utval y not sufficent ।ustTrcation 
tor a nonconcur 0.1 an issuance. Multiple substantive comments may be grounds tor a ronccocvr.
(A] 1w«m: Anatfministratr>e«rwer.t concerns nonsubstantive aspects of an issuance, such as dates of reference, organiiational symbols, format, 
and grammar

Cfliw7 Placeonfyonecommentpenow. Enter yourcorwntrecrw.endedchanjes.andjustificationinth.efiisitwoarc if any material is
classified, folkswOoDM 5253.01 gu da nee to' marking (he document, YOU MUST PROVIDE CONViNEING SUPPORT FOR ERtTlCAt COMMENTS IM THE 
JUSTIFICATION.

• Review ihetommenu, resolve any confiding views, and confirm that the completed matrix accurately represents your Component's position. Upload rhe form to the DoD Orate
Program Porta! tn Microsoft Word format |.doa). with the signed SO form iC6 «coord nation memorandum.

IF YOU ARE THE ORIGINATING OSD COMPONENT;
• Consokdate commants from aP coordinators and adjuiute Hwn. Do wr include coordinator’s administrative comments n the cossoldaied SD 818. leave cobras 4 ano 5 blank <c<

general comments that apply to the whole document Sort comments by rhe pages/para  graphs» which they apply unrig the General Guidance sort feature (e.£. all communes from all 
coordinators that appiy to page 1, paragraph l.a, should be together; alcommenu that apply to page 1. paragraph l.o, should bt item). Set classification header, footer, andcohitwu 1 
and 2 as approbate. Comp'ete last entry m column 7, and column 3:

Cftvw? Il yw rejected or partially aacpteua comment, emeryour jystificaiton n the originator just:! icatton area, if any material is classed, Wow DoDM 520001 guidance 
tor marking the document leave b’ank r! you accepted it Include any relatedccmci»nicaiKnfA.<h du ccordrdiinj Componsu. you MUST pre,id? convincing 
support Im rejecting critical comments

SD FORM 818,MAY I4~ Al l. llirVKH S I DI THINS WOIIMII I I I WDSHOI I.DMJI III, I SEI) ,
■'hr.ciunwioroiiN
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(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence (Cont'd)

(■fliwi fnwoteihervwM«riWtA|.fe/«wd{A).0pmiillri«t?!ed(Ph^ YoufjiVJ!G&onir1;oWi)i,M^

a

COMMI

CLW

NTS MATRIX; Draft DnDI
CojiroxEVLW j

POCName, 1
PlfflXMADE. ' '

MAIL

G Report, “Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Technique 
; I

P'K' COMMF.MsJisiinrvrinx ixiiOatCT^itHtJi.sim  ̂ nosTape 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*■

AWP

Coordinator Comment: (l^ Evaluation of the Oversight of h i 
Intelligence Interrogation ’ • ■I '.
l'.LJn

Coordinator Justification: BI.UF: Recommend delete language lined 
I through, add language underlined as current title does not accurately 
j represent what informal ion is presented in the DoD IG report

Current title indicates a review of the interrogation techniques and 
approaches utilized hy DoD. hut the report docs not provide information on , 
tin’s subject. I Ik report is based on a review of policy and programs related 
to oversight by 01 IS Ri I) and the CCMik

Originator Justification for Resolution!

Choose 
an item.
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(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence (Cont'd)

KECITOiOIW

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Repirt, "Evaluat ion of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches rind Techniques' 
COmXEVT evil

A/R/P8 Cl.VSS Ct)MW\|S.JtS1IHC\riO\ VXnORIGKVWRJlSlIlKAltOWOItRl^
POCNW1, 

PiKiM.mE- 
MAIL

1

•

u oisixi).H

£
i Findi 

ng. 
para

s

__

Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete hinguagc lined through.
‘‘ I Ir ..ru Ac »....... • •• . "i.blCt viv 1 . i H MXr >

• ■A' 'Ct I "Hi <•! Ih4»|' 1^ if. "l: ''‘t'v -|'i ■ J'l'rb'.'.'A; .

• >»(!-• '.-.l-i! ■ - i.i'Jo- -I-hphn, I be • ..... ^v 1-

r-ltftwH’C J1I. ‘ IL M Mf i'll wl: 4 4 .•tr'"' —;i ’

J -e,-j),..^L (}(tj|4 ■ V-ti-’-**--

tra witi.nl ... ‘Mblvfi-”■ tI •" .< Il " ■ 'I' Mli'i- ■ • •1 

i-""-!,- .44:.......... n.l*. 1. .... a t^q

......1,1. .; "Ar'.ltAr..." id .>1 H'u! .fv"3 ■ ■ ■! iH 11.,. ' t<

- ■ ■ ‘

Coordinator Justification: BUT: Recommend deletion of above 
paragraph as inconsistencies mention cd in the DoD IC report arc due to 
inconsislcncks in the reporting of information collected by the DoD 
SIOO and OLSDflj not inconsistencies in inspection procedures.

The example ol’thc Dccemhcr 201J assessment docs not pros ide evidence 
of an inconsistency in oversight implementation it states a fiscal restraint 
that denied Ol.'SDlh personnel the ability to travel and collect the 
iiilomtalkm in person, requiring the use of a stmev to collect the data.

1 Ite last sentence in the paragraph docs not pros ide evidence nl 
inconsistency in the mctlwdoloey ofODSDf l)’s assessment as 
CL N ICON'S intelligence interrogation program ms inspected. Wlwn 
OliSIXDconducted unilateral IIIJMINTawcssnienb(Intelligence 
interrogation is a twin of 1 IliMINT activity}, if an evaluation indicated there 
was rw issue with a specific area reviewed there was a statement that the 
subject was rev ievwd and no issues were noted. In 2011. OliSIXD was 
directed by the Deputy Under Sccretaiy of Defense for Intelligence to 
combine the HUMIN 1 assessment with the DoD SIOO inspcciiniv. flic Oct 
2017 referred to in the recommended deleted paragraph was for CF.NTCOM 
and was a joint DoD SIOO and OUSD(I) inspection. DoD SIQd is

Choose 
an item.

1
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1

COMMENTS MATRIX: Drafi DoD IG Report, “Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques'' i

t
1

Class

COVIHMMAXD 
POCN.WI^ 

PikkuadE- 
MAII

Page Pars
COMSEM 

TAPE
C0MMFAlMlSIlH('A1l0X,AXD0HK;iWm.JL.MM A/R/T

r

wspunsible for producing the report for these joint inspections. aud as the 
led Dol) SKX) procedures are only to report three areas: Findings. 
Observations, and Best Practices. If an area has no issues that meet one of 
those three categories then the subject is not put in the report. In October 
2017. USCENTCOM intelligence interrogation program was inspected but 
as there were not findings, ohsenoticns. best practices. or policy/suppon 
issues noted DoD SIOO did not mention it in the DoD SIOO report.

DoD SIOO polity on reporting defines: Findings as aspects of intelligence 
activities that deviate front law or policy. Observations as suggestions to 
improve the effectiveness of intelligence activities that are othenv isc 
compliant with law and policy. Best practices arc innovative processes that 
exceed requirements and should be considered fur advptimi by other DoD 
coniponcttis. Ihtlicy/support issues arc OSD-kvd areas for improvement 
identified during the inspection.

If there are no other examples to support the assumption in the first sentence 
in this paragraph llien IAW with (he "Quality Standards for Inspection and 
Evaluation." which is stated on page iv of Ihc DoD Ki report, was used tor 
conducting this evaluation the statement needs to be deleted throughout the 
report.

The "Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation." slates on page 12 
"Evidence supporting inspection findings, conclusions. mid 
recommendations should be suiteI. competent, and relevant and should 
lead a reasonable person to sustain the findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations"

A change in reporting format docs not provide evidence of inconsistencies in 
oversighl methodology, but inconsistencies in reporting methodology.

Originator Justification for Resolution:

SD FORM 818, MAY 14 \U.rRLV|()| S I.DH IDAS ARE OHM HI IT. AMI SI 101 LI) >01 III. TSED

.wciil twiorow
1
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WWW
COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD Ki Report, "Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques”

Clvs

Covtiwr.sT.cn 
POCNamv. 

Pttos^AMrE- 
Vltll

I
Pack Pvhv

1
COMHLM 

Tm

COMMr:MSJlSll>r(AIIO'V.ASUOai(il'Al(>HJlMIH(AI(OSH)l<RlM)l.l tins ! AR/P

_________________________________________________________ J_________ 1

Coordinator Comment: Recommend deletion nflined through and Choose 
add underlined language. IW *it m • 'wrs^wWI ' . J an item.

OHi^ektAO" Vd--.' -Hi -•
I • ’ .' ’ u'. . ’’. ’
h- Mv.* : ..HHt j ■: .) r /'e''-.

' n -• : . Ii«i ■ >•.■•’. ■,•:p.-_. i ...m w / •> :w* '■ <i 

! ' '■' K • '
1 v.1'' ■ q i1 tli|

' .I'".'" .if V' V ■ . (> . . I .V .. I . Vil' . 1 .

vlb . . ' ■ li II ■ •'• !v .Ij'l . 1 , |i',

• ■. '<•:'I. - । . if' ’ • ' ' . ji . ■ . . i. . ■

I Coordinator Justification: RLUF: Delete language lined through and 
add underlined language. Since Oct 2012 (see attached), OUSD(I) has 
had procedures in place for the conduct of assessments to review the 
CCMD’s oversight ofHUMINT activities. The oversight of the 

। employment of interrogation approaches and techniques are the 
responsibility of the CCMD as outlined in DoDD JI 15.09 and JP1.

OUSD(I) oversees the implementation of DoD policy regarding intelligence 
intewgoliims hy: 11) Reviewing and approving Dol) Component 

| operational plans, policies, directives. and doctrine relating to intelligence 
, interrogation: (2) Conducting in person HUMINT assessments: (J) 

Maintaining consistent dialogue with the CCMDs: (4) I lasting a tiionllily
I meeting witlt riquescntalives front the DoDC'nntpoiienkoti intelligence 

intcmigalk'ns: 15) Participating in the development of (he critical task list
I for intelligence interrogations and attend the D>iD\ intelligence
I interrogation courses technical review boards to ensure these critical tasks 

areincorporatcd into interrogation training: and (6) Attending various

SO FORM BIS, MAYU \l I I'Rl \ 101 s i DIIIHV UtHHtMtl I II \M) SHOl LI) MH B) I Mit

D2<)18-IMSPA2’01.r>4.()0U|:n
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1 
1

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft Dol) IG Report. “Evaluation of the Oversight of 1 ntclligcncc 1 oferrogation Approaches and Techniques”

H Ct-W

CWOM.M VXD 
POCNM, 

PltoxuxnE- 
VWL

*• QniMSMSjtSfirtCMlOS. t\DOlU(;iMIOHJl$ilHLUtOM(mRLSUl.l^ A/R/P
I

1

■

HUMIN I working groups to provide Dol) components the opportunity to 
address interrogation issues with OIJSIXI).

OUSIX1) HUMIN T Division developed procedures for the conduct of 
HUMINT assessments in Out 2012. Each OUSD(I) 1IUMINT Division 
team member is pros ided these procedures prior to the conduct of an 
assessment and these procedures have been used in every 
asscssmcnVinspcclion since 2012. In August 2018. OUSIXH HUMIN 1 
Division began a review of the assessment process to update the procedure.

OCSDfH is responsible for overseeing the implementation of DoD policy 
regarding intelligence interrogations the CCMDs arc responsible for 
overseeing the employment of the techniques and approaches.

IAW DoDD 3115.09. Enclosure 2. page 12. the Commanders of the 
Cwnhatani Commands shall "b. Ensure that all intelligence interrogation 
and detainee debriefing plans, policies, orders, directives, training, doctrine, 
and tactics, techniques, and procedures issued by subordinate commands 
and components are consistent with this Directive ar.d USIXD-approvcd 
policies, and that they are periodically reviewed ami evaluated" So the 
responsibility of ensuring the employ ing of interrogation approaches and 
techniques is consistent with the applicable policies and regulations is a 
CCMD responsibility and not a responsibility of the USD(I).

faint Publication -1. "Doctrine for the Anned Forces of Ihe United Slates' 
Chapter II. paragraph 1 .b (4) stales "CCDRs exercise combatant command 
(command authority) (COCOM) over assigned foreesand are responsible to 
the President and SccDef for the preparedness of their commands and 
performance of assigned missions,

Originator Justification for Resolution:
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COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DuD IG Report, '‘Evaluation of the (henighl of InlclligMK Interrogation Approaches ami Techniques'

COWXtAHXD [

CIA'S POCNami, 
PnoxuxoE- 

MAIL

| htx hm COMMM 
TW ('OHVLMsJrsTmiios, txoOmxuoRJtsiiiic.UHJMimta^ AR/P

ODSIXILl Hindi 
ng 
(coni' 
d) 
para

S I Coordinator Comment: Recommend adding underlined lantusse. iChorwe
OSD/JS and USCENTCOM (b)(1) 1.4(c) an item.

■
iir.tr; i. .< I. mJ ’ . 1 s । n ■ n| i ■>> _ ” < i., । 'i!\

4
Coordinator Justification: BLIT: Recommend add underlined 

; language. Report should identify where OUSD(I) has already 
1 determined a requirement and has initiated corrective action.

OUSDl I) hasalready detennined the need fora DoD repository for 
iuielligence intcmigilion records. As such, this was identilied as a new 
responsibility for DIA as the Defense HUMINT Manager in the Draft DoDD 
3115.09 revision provided to the DoD IG. Recommend added language to 
demonstrate that DoD is already developing a way to improve the capability 
to store intelligence interrogation records

5

OUSIXI).! Findi 
ng 
(conf 
d) 
para

s
; Originator Justification fur Resolution:

Coordinator Comment: No change recommended to paragraph. Asa Choose
result, if USSOCOM rcslatls its intelligence inlcnogaltot program.

। USSOCOM could perforin intelligence interrogations that are not authorized 
: or were not approved by the appropriate individuals within the chain of 

command because the USSOCOM policy lacked current DoDD 3115.09 | 
oversight and records nwnagcnient requirements

an item.

Coordinator IOSD/JS (b)(1) 1.7(e)
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[ COMMENTS MATRIX: Drafi DoD IG Report, "Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques"

COMMEM 
TvPf ComMMlMIHtMII^MtM'IXUORJlSIIHt'.W^ AR/P

COWLMAMf ।

SReco 
mine 
ndali 
ons 
para

OSD/JS (b)(1) 1.7(e)

Originator Justification for Resolution:

Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete langaage lined through, 
add underlined language, (li) We recommend that the Under Sccrrfan of 
[Meow(wIntelligence. .. el .. .

.’I 'l >»v’ . .JCC’h\ III. V r.lLiniiOUWI.i''' ii h) . I '.
■ 1 ' I' . > MMl’ ' ill 'I. . 'll I . 'll II.

l.ljlljlr. rr’imMlt” T V i'i't . I,'.'■■■ I. r m'r'■•■■I

ivi '■ lH v-•.v'"': ible'lv.

II ••(...• : • .... .. ....I .I..-.

Coordinator Justification: BLUF: Recommend delete language lined 
through, add underlined language. The development of one single 
questionnaire does not ensure the same level of effecth encss nf the 
uycssmcnts/inspeclioDs. The development of a unique questionnaire for

Choose 
an item.
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COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IC Report, “Evaluation of Ihc Chcniohl nf Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques''

* 1 _ Class

cowmmavd 
roc Name, 

Piio\e,.v>oE- 
MAIL

pu;e Pars
COWILM 

Eri COMWMS. Jl'SIlFK AIWA. AMlORir.hATORJlSTinnflON fOlt HW)I11I0A

1

1 AWP
J_ _ _ _ _ I

1

each inspect inn requires 1 ho inspector to review all laws, polices, and 
plans to ensure the appropriate areas arc inspected and ihc right 
questions are asked. In 2011, OUSD(I) Mas directed Io combine the 
OISD(I) assessment with the DoD SIOO inspections schedule, hut 
OliSD(l) has continued to utilize the assessment procedures developed 
in 2012 during the DoD SIOO inspections,

OLSD(I) HUMIN f Division developed procedures for the conduct of 
HIMINT assessments in (kt 2012. Each OUSD(I) HUMINT Division 
team member is pros ided these procedures prior to the conduct of an 
assessment and these procedures have been used in even 
assessmenVinspeclion since 2012. In August 201K Ol)SD(l) Hl’MINT 
Division began a res ten of the assessment process and to update ihc 
procedures.

1 or each OUSD(ll HUMIN 1 assessment or assistance to a DaD SIOO 
inspection n IIUMINT questionnaire is developed that is appropriate to die 
organization being inspected. OUSDU) has maintained this practice so that 
questionnaires arc accurate and up to dale with current policy and 
npcraliuos. Developing a single one-stop cheek list for use al all 
organizations would then require an organization to respond to questions 
about activities the organization docs not conduct and possibly lead to 
cunfibion to w hat requirenicnb and policies apply to the organization.

In reference to the schedule. OUSDjl) already has a schedule of inspections 
of the various organizations based on support Io the DoD SIOO. Il the 
intent of the paragraph was for OUSD(l) to have a separate and distinct 
inspection for intelligence intcncgatUM litis niu>t be made clear and would 
likely cause a burden to limited resources and personnel to complete this 
separate function from Ihc DoD SIOO inspection.

Originator Justification for Itaolulloo:

n
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COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques”

Cuss

COMFUMM VAD 
j POCNam^

PiioslaadE- 
MUI.

Pack Pm Tut'* AWP
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COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Fa alualian of the Oversight of Intelligence Inlcrrogatinn Approach1* and Techniques*

COWOMVIAM) 
POCName, 

Piioxe.anpE- 
UUl.

OUSu(l).

COMHLTOftSmK'AlHM'DOfflm A-R/P

flrl". . • .bi'. ■ ■ iintJ'^.i . rro . >t to report
infonnaiion in response to collection requirements.

Coordinator Justification: BLUF: Delete language lined through and 
add underlined language. Correct report for reporting information 
collected during a HUMINT activity Is an Intelligence information 
report.

IIUMINT collectors submit information in response to collection 
requirements in the form of an intelligence infonnaiion report which is sent 
to the intelligence community. Intelligence interrogation reports are for 
interrogation community usage and are nut disseminated to the intelligence i 
community.

Originator Justification for Resolution:

Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through, 
add underlined language, hi . . . . . ‘ • "M ' r
M '• ' : ' , ;

r e' :n\!'\l-. At- i.-'ik- ' ■ -i. i* .’Vin* v "I...

"lifer Mj:>•?j tl^'.iiltnr^. "feib'nrtthH’tlisi' -r.irikM

••H ‘'vein .Mirriie- D Dll • i ‘.’i \ tin mil Vi. iiv."1 A

■i MM sec ।r 'HI, IMl.Al.iiMiih ' I'Pfojiih . ■ M'.iz! :

i 1 / ;. ucl ci il cy >.■ .
.. ' .J" |\ ■ I'l.'U'l!.. .rjii.'to.w id.,, jl’-' ' * it. ’
'Mm. .: ir I. .1':i.-. by . 11 Im J in [I’M 2 ?>']"

Coordinator Justification: BI.HF: Delete language lined through anil 
add underlined language. Paragraph should indicate that DoD

SD FORM 818, MAYU UI I’HH 101 s IDIIHIV UU OgMMfO WMWI 11) MH III I Mil

Choose 
an item.
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COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Evaluation orihcOrenilglit of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques’’
j COIIPOWTAW ’

ClXW o^^’r !'■«* , PM ('T»M COiniEMxJlMIHCAIIOX,AXnORIG|\ATORJlSTIFICAU(lXFOHRLWI.niOX ! <VR/P
। i iKhmAMi t- Ilir.! MIU. |!||

personnel arc only nut horned to util ire the techniques and approaches |
listed in the FM. As urillen ihc reader might assume Ilie FM only 
applies (o Army personnel.

The deleted statement only applies to Army personnel, the added language
• from DoDI) 3115.09, Enclosure 4. paragraph 2 makes the EM apply to all

personnel condoling interrogations of personnel in IM) custody. 
।

I I Originator Justification for Resolution:

Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through, Choose 
add underlined language. ■■ . — :.:J. ‘ । an item.

• Gl.VU;.— U|| -4- ..| |U.! p..
' (••■■''•-■mr. <ml f !.•< -

H I v the iWRh<i|.~ i -tfittirW •! 1A '• It, \ .
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1 barfeU'1!-.will - AMH Mt fell *feiht ta, •/-.«• (v.- rife
' W. tfe “rlb-t m-f '■'ti-rt- fe "... ••" fe'. i-

• X«: - Hi \!> ;i .... . v........... 4.. hHIp 1 •!|lrll".tfHC^f',r'ci
' .If!'W ■ I '••I Jti.lr.i fee w i
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' k-fii?'* "I.. •> i HI..fed S|h|l\'t''er II''I
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COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, "Evafwlion nf the Ostrsighl of luielliRcncc Interrogation Approaches and T«bniqu«'* Cl w

CinifOVM .no 
POCN'ctr, 

Phone, vxnt- 
MAIL

ft® PARA C0WM
Tape 

i_ _ _ _ _

CoMAttxhjt sum utox, nnOiit>tx\ioj<JiMiH( titONfonRrsoitiiON

1
| A'R?

1

1

_______

1

1

"Hit Ur
.>! '|V . • . J,, . it .■ Ill MM 'hi'...' rip ■

■'.h;e M Hl 0 ■ ...M ■'I M> ; 1. MINI
im v."., . .hl. T \ p : ' <' 1 । . .

• ..-1 • : 1 ..A.. -riqutcl ■ L. I .n<i .11.
MH <) <7 Hi M> h '.’JiKo, v Volt-f.. ■ ■ ;.
ton '."ev.. <. ■ ;• tv ■ c wih> K . • o’ (> n i.
1I1 1 '.'1''. ■ tin ■ iTmm. W . 1 sb thijv i'..i

n MM . • .. ■ ... 1 'll ■ 'll ■
1 •< pct | !■ lit) fl tttipftRdM*. oIwIm g Mil fcw RW 

jin! nji' •

Coordinator .luMilicalinn: ULI F: Rtconimcndalion ilckto language 
liced through, add language underlined. IncoiuiMeacicA mentioned in 
the DoD IG report are due to ineotuBtencies in the reporting of 
information eolleetcd by the DoD SIOO and OVSD(I) not 
incosrisleneitJ in inspection procedures.

the example oflhc IXxemkr 2011 a<ses$nicra dw nd pros ide estdence 
of an iiKonristciK) in otchiglti inipkinentalicHi it slates a fiscal restraint 
that denied OUSIXD personnel the ability to travel and collect the 
information in person, requiring the use ol'a survey to collect lire data.

1 he Lisi sentence 111 Ihc paragraph does not pros ide ex idencc ol 
inconsistencyIn methodology of OI!$D(l)‘s assessment as 
CEM COM's intelligence intcrrogaiion program was inspected. When 
Ol ISIXD conducted unilateral HUMIN f asscisincnis (Intelligence 
interrogation is a form of HUMIN 1 activity). if an c v ahtaiton indicated there 
was no issue w ith a specific area reviend there was a siatcmcni that the 
subject was reviewed and no issues were noted. In 2017. OUSDfl) was 
directed by the Deputy Under Socrdary of Defense for Intelligence to

1
1
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(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence (Cont'd)

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report. "Evaluation of the Oversight of lotdligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques"

L

■ 1

a

1

Class |
COMFOMM.vSO 

KOW, 
piiom; noE- 

Mill

Pace Pakv
COMMEM 

Tut:
CmiMFMNJlSllFtCATlOX, AXDORlGI.VArOll.il SI1HCAT (OS FOR RFMII.I 1 IOS A-WP

1

combine the HUMINT assessment with the Dol) SI(X) inspection. The Oct 
2017 relenvd to in the recommended deleted paragraph was forCENR'OM 
and was a joint DoD SIOO and OUSTED inspection. DoD SKX) is 
responsible for producing the report for these joint inspections, and as the 
kd DoD SIOO procedures arc only to report three areas: Findings, 
Observations, and Best Practices. If an area has no issues flat meet one of 
those three categories then the subject is not pul in lire report In October 
2017.1LSCENTCOM intelligence interrogation program was inspected hut 
as there were not findings, observations. best practices, or policy/support 
issues timed DoD SIOO did not mention it in the Dol) SIOO report.

Dol) SIOO policy on reporting defines: Findings as aspects of intelligence 
activities that deviate from law nr policy Obscn minus ax suggestions to 
improve the effectiveness of intelligence activities that are otherwise 
compliant with law and policy. Best practices are innovative processes that 
exceed requirements and should be considered for adoption hy other DoD 
components. Policy/support issues are OSD-level areas for improvement 
identified during tire inspection. .

If there are no other examples to support the assumption in the first sentence 
in this paragraph then IAW w ith the "Quality Standards for Inspection and 
Evaluation." which is stated on page iv ofthe DoD IG report, was used fee 
conducting this evaluation the statement needs to be deleted throughout the 
report.

The "Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation." stales on page 12 
"Evidence supporting inspection findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations should be sufficient, competent, and relet ant and should 
lead a reasonable person to sustain the findings, conclusions, and 
OKommcndalions."

•
L_ . . . .
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COMMENTS MATRIX: lira (I Doll Ki Report. “Evaluation of the Ovtwigbl of Intelligence InItrn^alio»Approaches and Tec hitiquw"

t Cl.LSS

Cowtswrwn 
POCXtvtt. 

Pnovr..t'it)E- 
mti

1
Page , Pont COMMEM 

THE
CtniiiEMs.JisiiEiiiiiov, wiOwavvroRJisriHMi^^^ W

, Originator JmllRtallon for Resolution:

SI) FORM M8, MAY 14 UI no\KH I RIH sRI OH mi '.MIMHH I M MH 11 i a it

■jr.CIU.TWNOrOHN

A change in reporting tml does not provide evidence of inconsistencies in 
mersight methodology hut inconsistencies in reporting iticWoktgv.

Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through, Choose 
■ add underlined language. fGN lower, we found that USCLNTCOMS an item.

(TUUMIX f Operations Division (CCJ2- X)did not maintain all 
intelligence interrogation records w bate access to the central data 
repository or the sj stems and daiahatcs
niklh'cncv iiilemwalieii-R'kili’d rctorils I

OSD/JS (b)(1) 1.4(c); USCENTCOM (b) 
(1) 1.4(a), (c); USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)

.As a result, USCENTCOM 
CCJ2-X could not conduct independent oversight of USCEMCOM 
intelligence interrogation-related records (such as the itucnojatui's 
opera!ional and source administrative reports) witat direct access to the 
central data repositor? or the systems and databases that maintain 
USCENTCOM intelligence intcrrogatiiwilled records, htdepctuk’nl 
oversight provides reasonable assurance tint operations, reporting, mid 
CMptacareachieved, st:> ... .. 11 . t
1 ■ tldii . iiikhiecrwiiihi ’grti oi..,. I.: It.'iillic 

. . I r., ;. .■ ting l>l\I....c'., pa n
I Ib|Vli!.;n'k,vA ,.|
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(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
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mil-T/fflOFOIlN

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Inter rogation Approaches anil Tech cliques"
1 CWOMM Vil)

• i a.® j
. , Pnov..A\nE-
I I MAIL

Paha
I Commw 

TSPt. C()\iMt.Ms,Jisnnniin\. noORi<;twiimJisiiH(AiiouoHRm ika

। Coordinator Justification: BLUE: Delete language lined through and
1 add underlined language. Believe the correct line of communication is
I betwn USCENTCOM andFil SCENIC 

pM(byn this is what is stated on page 12,
paragraph 2 of this report, Report should identify where OUSD(I) has 
already determined a requirement and has initiated corrective action.

AMP

OUSDO),

Ol.’SDfl) has already detemtined the need for a DoD repository for 
intelligence interrogation records. As such, this was identified as a new 
responsibility for DIA as the Defense HUMIN I Manager in the Draft DoDD 
JI 15.09 revision provided lo the DoD IG. Recommend added language to 

। demonstrate that Dol) is already des eloping a way to improve the capability 
: to store intelligence interrogation records.

1 Originator Justification Tor Resolution: I 
Coordinator Comment: No change recommended Io paragraph. Asa Choose j

; result. if USSOCOM restarts its intelligence interrogation program 
USSOCOM could perform intelligence interrogations that are not authorized'

] or were not approved by the appropriate individuals within the chain of
I command because the USSOCOM policy lacked current DoDD J115.09 

oversight and records management requirements.

an item.

Coordinator Justification: BLUF: |OSD/JS (b)(1) 1.4(c)
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COWMKMxJlMIIIC.fflOVbDORIGIXtniX.llMIHIA^ A/JVP# PwvP.U.l COMMIM 
Ttn.

; CowoxEvr.wo . 
roCNtsiR 

PikmmsdE- |Ciass

OSD/JS (b)(1) 1.4(c)

Originator Justification for Resolution:

Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through, 
add underlined language. (Dll! i ri
»i.v ■ 1' Uli Ig S|XII r:trw <!i MM* ’lisv” ■ U-. ■

' ' .. |!

Since 2006. OUSD(h conducted intelligence interrogation policy 
' reviews. According to Ob’SD(0 officials, Ol JSD( I) began revising their 

policy review procedures in July 2018. to expedite future combatant 
command reviews. According to the draft iwceduree for this rev iew 
process. OI)SD(I) will review each DoDComponent's intelligence 
interrogation policy to ensure dial it accurately articulate DoDI) II15 09 
policy in the follow iitg areas:

Choose 
an item.

; Coordinator Justification: BLUE: Delete language lined through, add 
underlined language. The original opening sentence of this paragraph 
indicates there is con fusion regarding how OUSD(I) supports a DoD 
S100 inspection. Recommended language provides clarity regarding 
howOliSD(I) supports a DoD SIOO inspection. Recommend this be 
slated in two separate paragraphs as this is two distinct and separate 
subjects of conversation, The first paragraph provides Information co 
how OliSD(l) reviews CCMD's policies as this follows along logically 
with the next paragraphs in (be section. Recommend the paragraph

SDFORM818,MAY 14 \H WHWlSEMTIOAS UI HilMHIII WDMKHI MOI III I MH

lirCREWOrmiH
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COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “EvalMtion of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approuchcs and Techniqu cs"
—

Ci.vsx

CfflirOMiM VM» 
POCNvvtr.

Piii)xr,.v\pE« 
VIVII.

Pace hut
Covivilvi 

Tin

-

CoMvii\i\jisTtni.vi(ox..\.xoOKiGiXAiwtJiMiiMAii()My«lteuinrox .VIVP

with inform alien on OUSD(I) support to DoD S1OO inspections be 
placed in this section after the second paragraph on page 8 of the DoD 
IG report (Example content for this paragraph is in comment #14).

Highlighted jtaknient does not make sense or add to the infecmatiun 
provided in the remainder of the paragraph. Believe the opening sentence 
was supposed to refer to the joint inspections with the DoD SKXl if this is 
the true intent of the sentence w liere is the evidence to support this 
assumption. During intersiews with the DoD IG the entire process of 
inten iw ing urganiation's interrogation personnel«as explained. 
01 SDjl) peMiincl explained that the individual interrogators at an 
organi/Jtiun are interviewed and asked questions about the process of 
conducting interrogations,approval for tho>e actions. and (he reporting 
process for informing the command of violations of law and policy in 
xconbiKc with DoDD JI I5.W

Originator Justification for Resolution:
Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through. | 
add underlined language. (U) 1 x

k I., v.l

1*Ut-TV implementation of I •! • policy regarding intelligence
interrogations by: (I) Reviewing and approving DoD Component

policies. directives. .nd doctrine related to intelligence 
imcrrwaliMw: (?) Conducting in person HUMIXT assessments of the 
Services and Combatant Command operations; (J) Maintaining contact and 
dialogue with the Services and Gimbalimi Cnniniands regarding intelligence 
interrogation; (4) I Insling monthly meetings with representatives of the Dal) 
Components to doss current trends and issues relating to intelligence 

1 interrogations; and (5) Attending various HUM INT working groups.
planning groups, and other meetings in order to provide the opportunity for 
the DoD Conipoants to address issues.

Chorve 
an item.

I
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Management Comments

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence (Cont'd)

iKiir.TOioroiw1 COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Evaluation of (he Oversight of Intelligence Infer regal ion Approaches and Techniques’’

1 ■ ClW

COMHMMOI) 
POCNaME, 

PlKWK, WOE- 
MAU.

Page Pari
COMMLXt 

Tepe
COHMEYlMlSTIHlAHOV, OnttaAlimJlStllllUlilU^ AjH/P

Coordinator Justification: BLUE: Delete language lined through, add 
underlined language. Current opening sentence for the paragraph does 
not accurately reflect that the five steps are utilized to support 
OUSDdfs oversighl of intelligence iotcrrogalion,

Originator Justification for Resolution:

U 0lW®3 8 ,1 s Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through, 
add underlined language. Hlhr .i’ j: '' >

1? 1 . lu'.J. ... . < u J- ' i I'-A •A‘-■ ir*
■ •”M h "i,.;. SV ,J mv, ■ ’AVR' a ' ■.

Choose 
an item.
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M anagement Comments

5ECRCT//N0F0RN

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence (Cont'd)

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft Dol) IG Report, "Evaluation of (he Ovenlghl of Intelligence Inlerrugulinn Approaches and Techniques"

H Cl.VK

CtlMMlVEM WO 
HKNWU.

I’linxL.woE* 
MUI_

PACE Pakv 

—_-

CrtMUIM
TV PI CosiVtlMMlMIHI III®. WltDllH.IMIOMJlSIIHI lTItAHIItRl’iOl.niOV AW

Coordinator Justification: ULVF: Delete language lined through, add 
underlined language. The information In the deleted sentence is 
inaccurate. All the ayc«menls were conducted in the same manner, it 
nas the reporting of those aswsnteub which were not consistent.

1 he referred Oct 2017 report is a DoD SIOO inspection report and DoD 
SIOO pwceduies are only to report four areas: Findings. Obsenations. Desi j 
pTA'lkes. and IMlicy'Support touw. If an area has no issues that meet one 
of tlxw three categories then die subject is not pm in the report.

DoD SIOO policy on reporting defines: findings as aspects of intelligence 
activities that deviate from law or policy. Observations as suggestions to 
improve the cflaliverteyof intelligence activities dial are nllwwise 
compliant with law and policy. Best practices arc innovative processes that । 

। exceed requirements and should be considered for adoption brother IM 
I components. Policy/support issues are DSD-levii areas for improvement 

idcntilkd during the inspection.

In previous OUSDfll 1IIIMIN1 assessments there was a Maicntcnl that 
would say no findings fw each area inspected. Dol) MIK) docs noc format 
their reports this way.

A change in reporting fonnat docs not provide evidence of inconsistencies in 
oversight mclliodology. bin inconsistencies in reporting fonnat

Originator Justification for Resolution:

S Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through. CIwom; 
add undcrlinid language. (U) For rumple. Ol'SD|I)’s September 201J an item.
HUMINT Policy Assessment of USCFNTCOM was ven thorough in its 
reporting ol USCEN fCOM's compliance with policy and policy 
implementation lUmr s . ■ ;ut
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Management Com nenls

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence (Cont'd)

t
111

L

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft Dol) IG Report, "Evaluation of the Oversight of Iniclligence 1 tiler rogal ion Approaches anti Techniques"

1# CUSS ;

CWCWM.VMI 
POCN’.l'IE, 

Pll(M,AM)E- 
vivti.

Pace Pint Comirw 
TAPF

CtlMMLAUpIlMHKAlKA. CltORKaUlUR.llVIMCtllllXH^ IIOX ArR-'P

________________

1: ,i. j -n’t- . li?*,: .9Mi' I v inhoM ■
- ■ ; . 1 :

|r !t—.nik-W r^tfih+^Wlily rnttHklM i-.' .- v ! ■ . ■ •<
tw.ri • i': .IM c..OUSf)(l)’sO<tohcr2017oversightrcAiewr.l 
USCENTCOM. in conjunciion with the i >' Senior Intelligence 
Oversight Office. had no mention of USCENTCOM's intelligence 
interrogation program. 1 ''KiMh j

s • III.!, hi ■ ■ 'I.>k | \|l I'V .
’ u. -|। "h . .'■n.c’ -a. , i 1 .i m u.Mil".:. ■ .i 

It. / j 'i rq. 1

..ir- viM let-; th*•.kUoM.t Mi- ne '
1 M ■ \ 44All i’tMi’n1 krWvrdMri'kH WH
fee ' rfwe revw livre iwfiwei/ulte IWjsMil

. . . . . :lWniglll 
iwdiiw fur ite DoD iiiiplmiiiiiiioii of OlSMi-opprowJ
Mlifftw iHfcrrogafhut policitf ■

' i/?ec«t'W(ton b

Coordinator Justification: BLUF: Delete language lined through, add 
underlined language. Inconsistencies menlioncd in the DoD IG report 
arc due to inconsisteiicies in the reporting of information collected by 
the DoD SI00 and OUSD(l) not inconsistencies in inspection 
proccdurts. OUSD(i) recognizes the need Io have historical data that 
provides evidence that all sections were inspected and nvievved.

Hie referenced Dec 2013 was a DoD-widc review of lite iiitenogitieii 
program. Tic purpose of the review was to “.. .document the status of (he 
interrogation program, inform decision-making during the downsizing phase 
(after the war in Iraq and Afghanistan]. and plan for program susiainmcnl 
during peacetime." Tre report was not intended to he an in-depth review of 
the CCMD interrogation programs, but an overarching review of the entire
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ivianagemenl Com meats

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence (Cont'd)

■
COMMEM’S MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, "Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques'’

COUKIXBTAXD 
- POCNSVIt, Cttuwsr

ft ClAKS Phoxe,am»E-
MAIL

Page Pars CoMMBis.JrsnHi'Ari(MxoOiii(iMWRJi^^^^ ar/i1

pfog/ain. As such. this report being listed as an inconsistency is incorrect as 
the purpose of the review was different in focus than the HUMINT 
assessments and DoD SI00 inspections of CENTCOM.

The referred Oct 2(117 report is a DoD S100 inspection report and DoD 
SI00 procedures are only to report three areas: Findings. Ohsenalinns.

[ Best Practices, or Policy/Svpport Issues. If an area has no issues that meet 
one of those four categories then the subject it not pul in the report.

I
DoD SKM) policy on reporting defines: Findings as aspects of intelligence 
activities (hat deviate from law or policy. Observations as suggestions to 
improve the elTcctiwncss of intelligence activities that are otherwise 
compliant with law and policy. Best practices are innovative processes that 
exceed requirements and should be considered for adoption by other DoD 
components. Micy'sippoii issues are OSD-level areas for improvement 
identified during the inspection.

In pret inns OUSD(f) HUMINTassessments there was a statement that 
would say no findings for each area inspected. DoD SIOO does not formal 
iheir reports this way.

A change in reporting format docs nol provide evidence of inconsistencies in 
oversight methodology, but inconsistencies in reporting formal.

Originator Justification for Resolution:

Coordinator Comment; Recommend deletion of paragraph. (ID ' Choose 
leAth. ( *1 IM > Il. .. . . . TiNodtMl-rhe DA ilCllU

.■frp-v ii i‘‘k ' •: ri '[*' ■ „•
I fevlilhlHf.flliv-llll eitppih.rHe|’ " I

Coordinator Justification: BLUE: Recommend deletion of above 
paragraph ns inconsistencies mentioned in the DoD IG report are due to
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Management Commerits

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Intelligence (Cont'd)

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Evaluation of Ihe Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques1' 1

a CLASS

CUMFOSUFASD 
POCNwu; 

PllO.Xl.AXOE- 
MAIL

Page Para
1 
1

COMUEM 
Tm COMmKJiwicwioxAXOOWGiMTORJt™^^ AW

- -

inconsistencies in the reporting of information collected by the Dol) 
SI00 and OUSD(I) not iuconsLstencies in inspection procedures.

The example of the December 2013 assessment does not provide evidence 
of an inconsistency in oversight implementation it states a fiscal restraint 
that denied OUSD( 1) personnel the ability to travel and collect the 
information in person, requiring Ilie use of a survey to collect the data.

1 he Iasi sentence in the paragraph does not provide evidence of 
inconsistency in the methodology vfOUSDflfs assessment as 
CEN I COM’s intelligence interrogation program was inspected. When 
OUSD(h conducted unilateral IIEMINT assessments (Intelligence 
interrogation is a form of HUMIN 1 activity). if an evaluation indicated there 
was no issue w ith a specific area reviewed there was a statement that ihe 
subject was reviewed and no issues were noted. In 2017.011SD(I) was 
directed by ihe Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence to 
combine lire HUMIN1 assessment with tire DoD SIOO inspection. Tire Oct 
2017 referred to in the recommended deleted paragraph was for CIMCOM 
and was ajoini DoD SIOO and OUSD(I) inspection. Dol) SIOO is 
responsible for producing Ihe report for thesejoint inspections. and as the 
led DoD SIOO procedures are only to report four areas: Findings. 
Observations. Rest Practices, or Policy/Supporl Issues. If an area Ims no 
issues that meet one of those three categories then Ihe subject is not pul in 
the report. In October 2017. USCLN ICON intelligence interrogation 
program was inspected but as there were not findings, observations. best 
practices, or policy/support issues noted DoD SIOO did not mention it in the 
DoD SIOO report.

DoD SIOO policy on reporting defines: Findings as aspects of intelligence 
activities that deviate from law or policy. Observations as suggestions to 
improve the clTecliwness of intelligence aclh ilics that are otherwise 
compliant with law and policy. Rest practices are innovative processes that
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Managem a n t C<) rn nt c 11 is

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence (Cont'd)

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Report, “Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques"
1
’ u CtASS

Ctninwm \\d 
POCNaml 

Pim; axo E- 
UUI.

Page Para COW-M 
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exceed requirements and should be considered for adoption by other DoD 
components. Policy/support issues are OSD-level ureas for imprmcnicnl 
identified during the inspection.

If there are no oilier examples to support the assumption in the first sentence 
in this paragraph then 1 AW w ith the "Quality Standards for Inspection and 
Evaluation." which is stated on page iv of the DoD IG report was used for 
conducting this evaluation the .statement needs to he deleted throughout lite 
report.

The “Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation." slates du page 12 
"Evidence supporting inspection findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations should be sufficient. competent, and relevant and should 
lead a reasonable person to sustain the findings. conclusions, and 
recommendations."

A change in reporting format does not provide evidence of inconsistencies in 
oversight methodology, but inconsistencies in reporting methodology.

Originator Justification for Resolution:

।

1

OUSDtl®

E
9 S Coordinator Comment: Recommend delete language lined through, add 

underlined language. (U | Without proper oversight, errors within the 
intelligence interrogation process could occur or go undetected. Ihese 
process errors could damage the United Slates' and the Military Services' 
iniemaiionalrepuiaiion.i'-e'i. ’■ i'-1- 't-.,^ , ■ ' /y . 
J— • - 1 , ' W-’:...........- inh.V-
• n? s; • rATs ■ hk ■ filr.r:'1''-..,

hrvlil* •i>-lrV 4 -<M • ’It’.....-ke-.'i’-l.'^ui-v1'

uit'rtiivi flu ’ J|’ ' .V |r-'

liiVt"'♦•'k-fArfif ;-rf —Ml

l!w. -V 1 il’- rt v-idI f.f ■ le-fc-f’.MhilHlih I- ;iie h>.l !■
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Choose 
an item.
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i'Zanagcmenl Com ienc:

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence (Cont'd)

COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft DoD IG Reporl, "Eialualion of ihc Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Tech niques"
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1
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■■■ r,r Ihcrclore. 1 ■
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CoonliMlorJwtificslion: BLUE: Delcle language lined Ihrougb, add 
underlined language. The deleted toil refers Io the Abu Ghraib case 
which was a detention related issue. Using this as example in this reporl 
is not accurate. since this report relates Io the oversight of intelligence 
interrogations. OVSD(I) recognizes the need to have historical data 
that provides evidence that aO sections were inspected and reviewed.

The deleted text refers to the Abu (ihraib case which was a detenikiii related 
issue as there was no evidence of abuse of Abu Ghraib detainees during 
DoD intelligence interrogations. 1 Xing this as example in the DoD IG 
report is not accurate. since the LXil) IG report relates to Ilie mcrsiuhl of 
intelligence interrogations. 1 Ik Dol) IG report also docs not provide am 
evidence os required by the "Quality Standards for Inspection and 
Evaluation-' that slates. "Evidence should be sufticicw to support the 
inspection findings. In determining the suffieicKy of evidence, inspectors 
should insure that enough it idence wish to persuade a knew kdgeable 
person of the validity of the findings" 1 here is w evidence that supports 
that there are unlawful or inhumane DoD intelligence interrogations being 
conducted. OL'SD(11 is unaware of any reporting of DoD intelligence 
interrogators comniitiing detainee abuse, which is required to be reported tn 
the USDIDIAW DoDD 1II5.W.

Originator.luslifioition for Resolution:
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Management jjibmencr

(U) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Intelligence (Cont'd)

WWW
COMMENTS MATRIX: Draft Dol) IG Report, “Evaluation of the Ovenighi of Inklligcnec Interrogation Approaches anil TkIibmiuw"
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1! OUSlXDfll

E
Ail All s Coordinator Comment: Change section healings os appropriate tv match 

content of the paragraphs.

Coordinator Justification: BLIF: Acceptance of OUSD(I) comments 
and changes to the DoD IG report will require that section headings be 
corrected to reflect information in supporting paragraphs.

Some of the OUSD(I) comments and changes if,accepted. w ill significantly 
change the Dol) IG repxt so section headings will wed to he changed to 
accurately wIIki their content.

Originator Justification for Resolution:

Choose 
an item.
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iVi d nagemen l Comments

(U) United States Central Command Comments

UNCLASSIFIED

UNITED STATES C ENTRAL COMMAND 
7115 SOUTH BOUNDARY BOltl l-VARD

MACDILI. AIR FORCE BASI-. H.ORHM 33621-5101

20 March 2019

MEMORANDUM FOR THE OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL 
FOR INTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL PROGRAM ASSESSMENTS

THROUGH: U.S. CENTRAL COMMAND INSPECTOR GENERAL

SUBJECT: USCENTCOM Response to Final Draft of DODIG D20I8-DISPA2- 
0154.000 RFI "Evaluation of Intelligence Interrogations Requiring Special 
Approval

Rcfercnce(s): (a) (U) DoD Directive 3115.09, DoD Intelligence Interrogations, Detainee 
Debriefings, and Tactical Questioning, Incorporating Change 1, 15 
November 2.013 (U)

(b) (U) U.S. Central Command Regulation 381-21, Intelligence
Interrogations, Detainee Debriefings, and Tactical Questioning, 21 
June 2018(U)

(c) (U) DODIG D20I8-DISPA2-0154.000 Final Draft "Evaluation of 
Intelligence Interrogations Requiring Special Approval (S//NF)

• • (U) Purpose. To provide Department of Defense Office of the Inspector General (DoD 
OIG) response to recommendations found in the DoDOIG Final Draft and provide 
classification review for the document before public release.

2. (U) USCENTCOM J2-X (CCJ2-X) provides the following responses to the DoD OIG 
recommendations:

(U) DODOIG Recommendation: U.S. Central Command should review and update 
Central Command regulation 381-21 to:

a. (U) Reflect U.S. Central Command’s current operating procedures for 
maintaining and overseeing U.S. Central Command’s intelligence interrogation- 
related records.

(U) Response: USCENTCOM initiated an internal revision of CCR 381-21 to 
incorporate recommended DODOIG changes with final completion anticipated by the 
end ofCY19.

b. (U) Require Headquarters, U.S. Central Command personnel to have access 
to all of the data repositories that maintain U.S. Central Command’s intelligence 
interrogation-related records.

UNCLASSIFIED

SECRET//NOFORN
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M a 11 a g c m e n l C <»m m e Ft i:;

(U) United States Central Command (Conf d)

UNCLASSIFIED

(U) Response: In the short term, USCENTCOM has coordinated for^^l accounts to 
have immediate access to subordinate clement documentation as well as well as initiated 
coordination for a data management process that will allow for physical storage of all

|USCENTCOM(b)(1) 1.7(e)records locally.
for intelligence interrogation reporting.

3. (U) USCENTCOM looks forward to sustained coordination with DoD OIG to 
continuously improve the command’s intelligence interrogation program, policies, and 
procedures. Please see the attached CRM for the classification review and additional 
CENTCOM input.

Attachment(s):
Enclosure 1: Comment Resolution Matrix (9)
Enclosure 2: FY17-FY19 Intelligence Interrogations Inspection Checklists (7)

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) United States Central Command (Cont'd)
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(U) United States Central Command (Cont'd)
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(U) United States Special Operations Command
Comments

J2X

UNITED STATES SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND
7/01 TAMPA POIIM BLVD.

VACDILL AIR FORCC. BASE. FLORiO/ 33021-5323

14 March 2019

MEMORANDUM FOR THE OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR 
INTELLIGENCE AND SPECIAL PROGRAM ASSESSMENTS - INTELLIGENCE 
CAPABILITIES, 4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA, 22350-1500

SUBJECT: (U) United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) Response to the DoD 
Inspector General’s Draft Report, Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence Interrogation 
Approaches and Techniques (Project No. D2OI8-DISPA2-O154.000)

I. (U) REFERENCES:

a. (U) Inspector General, Department of Defense Draft Report, Evaluation of the Oversight 
of Intelligence Interrogation Approaches and Techniques. I March 2019 (S//NF)

b. (U) Department of Defense Memorandum, Evaluation of intelligence Interrogations 
Requiring Special Approval (Project No. D2018-DISPA2-0154.000). 6 June 2018 (U//FOUO)

c. (U) DoD Directive 3115.09, DoD Intelligence Interrogations, Detainee Debriefings, and 
Tactical Questioning, 11 October 2012, as amended (U)

d. (U) USSOCOM Directive 381-3. DoD Intelligence Interrogations, Detainee Debriefings, 
and Tactical Questioning, 16 June 2008 (U)

c. (U) USSOCOM J2X Memorandum, United Stales Special Operations (USSOCOM) 
Response to Evaluation of Intelligence Interrogations Requiring Special Approval (Project No. 
D2018-DISPA2-0154.000). 7 June 2018 (S//NF)

2. (U) The following is provided in response to the DoDIG's request for USSOCOM comment 
on recommendation 3, reference (a):

ClMsifiod Oy. {■■■■■K HOC. J2X
Derived front MuWpIo Sources 
OKUM*yon S0X1-HUM
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(U) United States Special Operations Command 
Comments (cont'd)

SOJ2
SUBJECT: (U) United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) Response to 
the DoD Inspector General's Draft Report, Evaluation of the Oversight of Intelligence 
Interrogation Approaches and Techniques (Project No. D2018-DISPA2-O154.000)

USCENTCOM and USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.4(a)

3. (UWOUO) USSOCOM also requests DoDIG favorably adjudicate the comments and 
concerns outlined in the comments resolution matrix in Enclosure 1 to this memorandum. This 
will ensure command relationships are accurately reflected and applicable security classification 
guides are reflected.

4. (U) My points of contact for this matter are |
HUMINT Branch. 
HUMINT Branch,

or
■ Chief. USSOCOM J2X 
Dcp Chief. USSOCOM J2X

IUSSOCOM (b)(3), (b)(6)!

2

uznin-hlSPA^-nu^.onolhft
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(U) United States Special Operations Command 
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(U) United States Special Operations Command 
Comments (cont'd)
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(U) United States Special Operations Command 
Comments (cont'd)
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(U) Acronyms and Abbreviations

CCJ2-X Combatant Command Intelligence Directorate element

CCR U.S. Central Command Regulation

Cl Counterintelligence

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency

DoDD DoD Directive

DoDI DoD Instruction

USCENTCOM (b)(1) 1.7(e)
FM Army Field Manual

HUMINT Human Intelligence

JDIMS Joint Detainee Information Management System
USCENTCOM and USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.7(e)

USCENTCOM and USSOCOM (b)(1) 1.7(e)

JTF-GTMO Joint Task Force Guantanamo Bay

OUSD(I) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence

TF Task Force

USCENTCOM U.S. Central Command

USD(I) Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence

USSOCOM U.S. Special Operations Command

USSOUTHCOM U.S. Southern Command
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Whistleblower Protection 
U.S. Department of Defense

Whistleblower Protection safeguards DoD employees against 

retaliation for protected disclosures that expose possible waste, fraud, 

and abuse in government programs. For more information, please visit 

the Whistleblower webpage at http://www.dodig.mil/Components/ 

Administrativednvestigations/Whistleblower-Reprisaldnvestigations/  

Whisteblower-Reprisal/ or contact the Whistleblower Protection 

Coordinator at Whistleblowerprotectioncoordinator@dodig.mil

For more information about DoD DIG 
reports or activities, please contact us:

Congressional Liaison
703.604.8324

Media Contact
public.affairs@dodig.mil; 703.604.8324

DoD OIG Mailing Lists 
www.dodig.mil/Mailing-lists/

Twitter
www.twitter.com/DoD_IG

DoD Hotline
www.dodig.mil/hotline
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE I OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
4800 Mark Center Drive 

Alexandria, Virginia 22350-1500 
www.dodig.mil

Defense Hotline 1.800.424.9098
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